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We Live in the Present
By the Pa$f, but
for the . ..

Vol. 8 No. l

FLORIDA TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY

Seµt. 26, 197 5

Over 11,000 students projected

Enrollment up at FTU
Fall quarter enrollment at . late registration or continuing
education registration.
Fl'U has climbed to 10,202, a 20
··" lt won't surprise .me it final
per cent increase over the figure a
year ago.
enrollment hits 11,000," ·
William D. Chapman,
Chapman said.
The major reason for the
university registrar, said the total
increase, Chapman said, was that
does not include students from

FTU week
celebrated
By DANA EAGLES
Editor-In-Chief

Orlando Mayor Carl Langford
declared the first week of FTU's
fall quarter which ends tomorrow
" F 1or i d a Te c h n o l o g i c al
University Week" in a recent
ceremony at the Orlando City
Hall.
· In the procfama ion.Langford
cited FTU's course offerings, its
location in "one of the most
rapidly developing areas in the
nation," and its rapidly swelling
enrollment, and urged area
residents to "recognize the
importance of this observance
and join in its week -long
activities .... "
Langford called FTU "an
effective force in our
community's overall
development."
Langford signed the document
in his office at a small ceremony
attended by President Charles N.
Millican and Student Body
President Gary Andersen.
Marking Florida
Technological University Week
on campus this week have been

four shows sponsored by the
Village Center Board and Student
Government, and a morning
"coffee cart" sponsored daily by
the Alpha Phi Ome,g~ fraternity.
Andersen said community
relations chairman John
Vanderworf of the SG staff was
requesting area businesses to
commemorate FTU Week with
message on their marquees. A
spokesman for t ne mayor's office
said activities to celebrate FTU
Week were limited to campus.
Winding up activities for the
first week of classes are several
events planned by SG and the VC
Board. Funds were appropriated
for the activities this summer by
the Student Senate at a cost to
students of $1,610.
The coffee cart wi11 stay in
operation through 9:30 this
morning in the parking lot.
From noon until 1 p.m. today,
the Orlando Sch9ol of Black
Performing Arts will present "A
Beautiful Black Woman" on the
Village Center Green.
At 3:30 p.m. on the
intramurals field the FTU-soccer
team will play in an exhibition
match against Miami Dade

"the economy has produced a
dire money situation where jobs
are scarce. The average student is
not able to compete in the job
market. Therefore he is attending
school to increase his ability to
compete for jobs.''
.
Ch?-pman said the curtailment
of enrollment at other Florida
universities arid community·
colleges has caused students to
enroll to FTU.

"The University of Florida has
stopped taking applications and
some c~mmunity colleges have
set limits of enrollment until they
receive additional funds," said
Chapman.
Increased attendance has
resulted in cramped parking lots
and increased class sizes.
As of yet the state legislature
has not allocated funds to FTU to'
help ease the strain of the

increased attendance.
Chapman hopes that the
legislature will provide adequate
fun-ding before FTU is forced to
· stop taking applications or curtail
its enrollment.
"We will continue to accept
students until we run out of space
and money," said Chapman.

(Public Information Photo\

ORLANDO MAYOR CARL LANGFORD SCANS PROCLAMATION declaring this week
"Florida Technological Universitv Week "
1
Community College. ·
"Five Years Due" will 'play at
"Under the Table" in a nightclub
setting tonight at 9:00 in the
Multi-Purpose Room.

"Thomasine and Bushrod," a
"Bonnie and Clyde"-styled film
with black actors Max Julien and
Vonetta McGee in the lead roles,
will be featured Saturday and

Sunday evenings at 8: 30 p.m. in
the Village Center Assembly
Room. Admission is free to
students with a valid FTU I.D.
card.

Funds ·approved for non-academic building
FTU will receive $3.6 million
for the construction of
non-academic buildings on .
campus as the Board of Regents
approved a $49 mi.Ilion
construction program at its

September meeting.
The money for the program
will come from the sale of $26.5
million in bonds backed by $22.5
million in student activities fees .
According to Dr. W. Rex

Photo by Fred Sommer

STUDENTS ENJOY FREE COLD DRINKS between class
periods The drinks were given out by FTU's Pi Kappa Alpha. ·

Brown, vice-president for student
affairs, the funds are contingent
upon approval of the state
cabinet sitting as the state Board
of Education. However, Brown
said, "It is assumed the cabinet
will authorize the bonds."
The bond issue was withdrawn
from the Sept. 23 cabinet
meeting, however. E. T. York,
university chancellor, fwithdrew
the item due to objections from
senate ways and means
subcommittee and from Rep.
Richard Hodes, chairman of the
House Education Committee.
The resolution will be
resubmitted later.
If approved by the cabinet,
further approval by the
Administration Commission and
the Department of General
Services is needed before the
bonds can be sold.
Several spending options were
developed as various campus
interests "were asked to come up
with suggestions that were placed
in the office of the president,"
Brown said .
The options are an $800,000

outdoor physical educatfon
recreation facility, a 20,000
square-foot campus book store
costing $500,000, a $600,000
student health development
center, $1.5 million in residence
hall matching funds, $200,000 in
land development costs for
fraternity and sorority houses, a
$6 million performing arts
complex and a $2.5 million
recreation buihiing.
"We are presently gammg,
input from various segments of
the community," Brown said.
Rick Walsh, student body
vi'ce-president, said the
administration is "pretty much in
agreement" with Student
Government's proposal to spend
the money.
"At least they didn't offer any
alternatives," Walsh added.
The SG plan calls for
construction of the recreation
facility near Lake Claire. The
facility would include lighted
tennis courts, a quarter-mile
track, softball and baseball
diamonds and an area to hold
outdoor concerts.

The rest of the proposal would
include building the bookstore,
health center, and the residence
hall near the Village Center. Plans
also call for an expanded game
ro'om,
"They've been building away
from the Village Center, which is
the headquarters for student
activities, Walsh said in explaining
the proposed location of the
buildings.
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·Senate pay requested
Compensation for senators is
the topic of bill recently
introduced in the Student Senate.
According to Rick Walsh, student
body vice-president, chances of
passage are "very small."
The bill, introduced by
Senator Clay Hartsoe and another
former senator, calls for payment
of $120 to each of 21 senators
and one legislative assistant for
services rendered during the
summer quarter.
The total funding of $2,640
would _ be drawn from the

Activity and Service Fees Reserve
Account. All unspent funds
would revert back to the reserve
account.
Walsh said the Student
Government is looking at other
benefits for senators such as
movie tickets. He also has
"ordered a feasibility study" of
the proposal.

Walsh said that if the bill does
pass the senate, it "will never get
past President (Gary) Andersen."

r----------------------?1tf1ttt)f

Cafeteria

4SDPI~

Ibe vice-president added that
the proposal would affect current
senators only and would not
affect new senators elected
during the fall quarter.

S & D PARTS INC.
W hatever it takes to keep an
engine r.unning smooth, you
provide the labor and S & D Parts
will pr«?vide the tool or parts you
need. At a price you can afford.
You'll find tune up and testing kits,
oil, oil filters, air filters and an
endless inventory from names like

Balkamp, New Britian, M odac
and others, W e're trained to help
you select just what you need. I f
you like to .or have to do-ityourself, we make it easy and
inexpensive.
Quality, quannTy, expertise and
price.

At traffic light in Oviedo Ph. 365-3011

~Alle,v&c.,ll,t~~,,l;ef
· "
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sets hours
Food service hours o.f
operation for the fall quarter
were announced recently by John
R. Williams, director of
Administrative Services.
The cafeteria will be open
Monday through· Friday from
7: 15 a.m. to 9: 00 a.m. for hot
breakfast, and from 9 a.m. to
9: 30 a.m. for continental, or light
breakfast. Lunch will be served
from 10:45 a.m. to 1:15 p.m.,
and supper from 4:45 p.m. to.
6:30p.m.
Weekends the cafeteria will be
open from 10:45 a.m. to 12: 15
p.m. for brunch and fron 4:45
p.m. to p.m. to 6 p.m. for supper.
The snack bar will be open
Monday through Thursday from
9:30 a.m. to midnight and Friday
from 9:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
Saturday,· the snack bar will be
open from 1: 00 p.m. to 4: 00 p.m.
and Sunday from 1 p.m. to 4:00
p.m. and 6p.m. until 10 p.m.

Married
Student

Housing

N<)rth on Afafaya Tri. at
Mitdwll H,ammo<~k Hd in Oviedo

Tt>I.

:~lJ;J.:i72

l

-------------------------•

IST
·FOR.FTU .STUDENTS ONLY
APARTMENTS
HUGE
.-OLYMPIC SIZE SWIMMING POOL• SUPER CLUBHOUSE

s135 · s16 5 · s205
~ALSO~

FREE

POTIED PLANT WILL BE GIVEN TO THE
FIRST 300 FTU VISITORS. OFFE~ STARTS SEPT. 22, 1975

FONTANA. APARTMENTS · CALL 678-5611

:J li=FT==U==B=LV::::D====~·I
( ] FONTANA
APARTMENTS
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On ca1npus issues

Senate to survey students
The Student Senate has
allocated funds for a survey of
students on the issues of
compensation to senators and use
of $3.6 million in funds recently
granted by the- Board of Regents
~nd · earmarked for student
~ facilities.
Student Body President Gary
r- tuidersen said W. Rex. Brown,
• ~ lice-president for student !lffairs,
-. 1as set a Tuesday deadline for
C\J Student Government to submit
noposals for use of the building
:unds.
Andersen said he doubted the
;urvey would be completed by
-:<!. , ;he deadline, but said he still
·
anted the results on the money
eD ~ uestion.
~
Andersen also expressed a
o ~esire to have a disinterested
,,
~arty conduct the survey, rather
~ han SG officials. Arrangements
·.:::: 'or the poll are being made by the
~ G Internal Affairs Committee.
::l ~100 was allocated for payment
< p interviewers.
ci5 In other action, the Student
~ ;enate recently:
.1 ~
--Created a commuter council
....c to assist in eliminating problems·
ociated with the commuter
U udent at FTU. The bill, which
0 vas also signed by Andersen and
~ rown, provides that the council
~ onsists of the director of
, ~ ommuter affairs and three
~ jtuden ts appointed by the
~ udent body president.
< --Allocated $1,700 from · the
'~ larking Fund A,ccount to the l
:::J tate Council qf Student Body
. residents for FTU to become a
~ ponsoring member of that
P::: ganization. The bill was also
~ 1gned by Andersen and Brown.

g

$2,580.
Bill. No. 7-86was scheduled ~Q
have received its second reading
Thursday. The bill would amend
the constitution of the Student
Body, reducing the mandatory
minimum number of hours taken
by an executive of~ce-holder to

yotUre
CAMPUS
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The constitution presently
provides that graduate students
also take a mini~um of nine hour
per quarter to qualify . for
executive office. The bill,
however, claims the average load
of an ITU graduate student ·
only six hours per quarter, 'an
th us discriminates agains
graduate students.
The legislation was propose
by Senators Clay Hartsoe
Michael lnderwiesen.

Lockers planned
for FTU students

fountain adjacent to the
rooms in the Village Center.
The lockers will require a 25
cents deposit which will be
returned when the door is
opened. Installation' is expected·
within two months.
Andersen said the coin will be
required to keep persons from
dominating a locker.
,
s TU DENT TE ACHING
"If for some reason, someone
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE dominates a locker by keeping
Students planning to ,quarter in it, we will be able to
participate in senior year student ! remove the articles," Anderse
teaching during the winter said. "It's not our policy to use
quarter must submit their , student money to make money.'
applications by October 3, Dr.
Two sizes will be available
Robert Rothberg, chairman of
Andersen said the lockers will
the professional laboratory cost SG about $2,000 and be
program of the College of available for everyone's use.
UJ
Education, said recently.
Rick Waish, SG vice president,
~
~ --Defeated a bill that wQ.uld
Rothberg said the forms are said the lockers originally wen
o ave allocateclanadditional $580 available in "Guidelines for out on bid for $2,579. The
;;... r the purchase of )ockers for Junior Year Student Teaching Summer Senate did not want to
..o udent use in the Village Center. Handbook" - on sale .at the FTU appropriate the add'tional $57
"g he purchase will be funded by a bookstore. Completed and the number of locke
::l ~,000 allocation but the lowest applications should be submitted ordered was decreased.
d for the number specified was to the professional laboratory
"There was much debate as to
office, GCB 320A.
whether or not they would be
. ._ _._________'!Im• used," Andersen continued. "The

o

Relief may be in sight for
students forced to carry
m o t o r c y c 1e h e 1 me t.s and
textbooks to class because of the
lack of a safe place to store them.
According to Gary Andersen,
Student Government president,
, 30 to 40 coin-operated lockers
will be placed near the water

1

"
1·

,,

1.

·s

e~a

t e race
·

T h e t i m e i s rap i d l y
oproaching for FTU students to
)ake known their choices for
!udent senate, by voting in the
rct. 9 and 10 election.
C a n di d ates may file
bclarations of candidacy Sept.
~through Oct. 3 at4:00p.m.at
l,1 e Student Government
of- ices.
A senator is the voice of his
college and must regarly attend
senate and committee meetings.
Talking and exchanging opinions
with constitutents prior to these
meetings is also a senatorial duty.
Of concern to some senators is
the recent bill for senate
compensation. Bill 7-91 was
jointly filed Aug. 25 by Senators
Clay Hartsee and Pete Wolcott,
·both of the College of Social
Science. A debate on the issue
. between Senators Clay Hartsoe
and Terry Harback is expected by
Student Body President Gary
Anderson.
In the Student Government
office hangs a large chart showing
the various colleges and those
senators presently holding seats.
Senate capacity is forty members
and there are vacancies in each of
the colleges.

"I really don't like to appoint
senators. I think they should be
elected rather then appointed,
Andersen said, "Going through
an election makes you feel closer
to your constitutents. Whether
you're unopposed or not, it

~ea·~

makes you think, 'I'm speaking
for these people.'"
Senate compe11sation, the
Activity and Service Fee reserves
spending policy, SG's allocation
for clubs and organizations, and
problems in candidates'
respective colleges are expected
to be issu.es in this campaign.

CALENDAR .
OF EVENTS

six per quarter for graduate
students. The bill would keep the
nine hours per quarter eligibility
requirement for undergraduate
students.

idea has been around since the

~~(S~~~e~~~m.''

' Walsh said the majority o
students wanted lockers, but
feedback generally demonstrated
the desire to have them placed in
thv buildings.
1.Andersen emphasized that the
ins~llation of lockers in the VC
co 'ficouise is experimental. I
the'y are used, SG plans to install
lockers in other areas aroun
campus.

·Next year
you could be on
-scholarship.
An Air Force ROTC 2-year scholarship. Which
not only pays your tuition, but also gives you $100
a month allowance. And picks up the tab for your
books and lab fees, as well.
And after college, you'll receive a commission
in the Air Force ... go on to further, specialized training ... and get started as an Air Force officer. There'll
be travel, responsibility, and a lot of other benefits.
But it all starts right here ... in college ... in the
Air Force ROTC. Things will look up ... so look us up.
No obligation, of course.

Sept. 26,-0ct. 2, 1975
EVENT

TIME

SG Book Exchange
nder the Table Nightclub
Saturday, Sept. 27

9 a.m.-2:45 p.m. · VC 211
3 p.m.-1 a.m.

United Campus Ministry Mass
VC Movie, "Thomasine and Bushrod"
unday, Sept. 28

5 p.m.-6: 30 p.m. Stud. Org. Lounge
VCAR
Bp.m.

C/SG Band Concert
(In case ofrain)
VC Movie, "Thomasine and Bushrod"
onday, Sept. 29

All day

SG Book Exchange
Alpha Phi Omega Recruiting
Panhellenic
esday, Sept. 30

9 a,m.-2:45 p.m. VC 211
VC Patio
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Stud. Org. Lounge

SG Book Exchange

9 a.m.-2:45 p.m. VC 211
5-7:30 p.m .
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
VCAR

Choral Clinic
Alpha Phi Omega
Tau Kappa Epsilon
"'!'yes Sorority

8p.m.

LOCATION

Multipurpose Room

Lake Claire
VCAR
VCAR

2: 30 p.m.-5: 30 p.m.
VC 200
Multipurpose Roo
6p.m.-10 p.m.
Stud. Org. Lounge
6 p.m.-10 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. l
SG Book Exchange
Alpha Phi Omega Recruiting

9 a.m.-2:45 p.m. VC 211
5-7:30 p.m.
VCPatio
9a.m.-3p.m.

Thursday", Oct. 2
SG Book Exchange
Yoga Lessons
Exhibition Soccer Game
Alpha Phi Omega Kecru1ting
Alpha Phi Omega
::aptain's Meeting
Black Stude~t Union
Phi Chi Theta
Rush

9 a-.m.-2:45 p.m. VC 211
Stud. Org. Lounge
ip.m.-9p.m.
Intramurals Field
3:30p.m.
':1 a.m.-::S p.m.
vc .l'at10
10a.m.-11:30a.m. VC214
12 a.m.-1 p.m.
VC 200
12 a.m.-1 p.m.
VC 214
12 a.m.-1 p.m.
GCB 114
3 p.m.-11:30p.rrMuttipurpose Room

·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Review of SG under way
A review of the Student
Government cabinet is currently
under way. According te Gary
Andersen, student body
president, the review is to "see
how the cabinet is doing,"
especially in terms of new cabinet
positions added during the spring.
In the past, cabinet officials
were "not doing their jobs,"
Andersen said. Now with
two-thirds of the positions new
an d the o 1d positions
"completely revised and almost
new, the officials have specific ·
jobs to do."
Newly-created positions in the
cabinet are directors of
commuter affairs, community

Relations, spirit programs,
minority affairs, marketing,
athletic affairs, and orientation
and information.
Positions which were in
existence before the cabinet's
revamping are the executive
assistant, legislative assistant,
comp trailer, attorney general,
and directors of academic affairs,
clubs and organizations, and
resident affairs.
The purpose of the . cabinet
positions are twofold, Andersen
said. Information gathering is one
aspect of the jobs, while
Andersen said a cabinet member's
tenureis"agoodtimetocomeup
with new ideas."
.
~.....-...r..;

..Concert canceled~
.
The Village Center-sponsored ' ~
"Mose Jones" concert scheduled
for Sunday afternoon at Lake
Claire, has be:n canceled, vc
Program Director Debbie
Wheatley said.
. Ms. ~eatley said difficulties

m~qmgtheoonk~tforthe

four-member rock group had

1· "'
,

~~

Andersen mentioned the
recently-formed President's
Council as a new idea brought
about by the cabinet. The
Council is a group combining
members of all organizations on
campus. Or, as Andersen put it,
"A person can go to one place and
get assistance from all
concerned."
The council was tried in past
years but failed, Andersen said,
because "they failed to see its
strength was in togetherness."
Andersen hoped to have the
review completed by start of the
fall quarter and plans to make the
reviewayearlytask.
.
~~~1111!1!11!11111•~.......~

Eur~pe Travel Inc.

THE DEPOT
IN THE SEMORAN PLAZA AT 436 AND ALUMA
11-2 Mon- Sat
Sunday

Football Special

1. 75 pitcher

Happy Hour Everyday 5-7 5c a draft sandwiches $1.50
Monday nites Ladies ·nites 10c draft with FTU 1.0.
Tuesday Footsball Playoffs

~

Planning to Take a trip? .
5 av~ f ime
•
& energy & money

1-10

I~

case of beer to winners

Let• us handle all arrangements.
·A
h
Frat special 10 or more 1.50 per pitcher anytime
t no extra- c ange charge
~
~
Howell Branch Rd & 436
~
~in The Market Square . 678-5959 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~...,.-....ir.;

~~

~~

caused the
theevent.
VC management to
cancel

~.....-......

••••illl••••••••••••lllllil•••••••••••••11111t.
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.

FREE

I

.
from
BIG· DADDY'S.
2
DRINKS

Buzzard Boots

WYENBERG
Natural or brown suede.

S31.

·OCTOBER 3rd or -4 th
at
I

BIG DADDY'S

BIG DADDY'S

401 Hwy ~36

7935 S.O.B.T.

I
I
851-7002
830-9022
I
I
I
I
Have this coupon stamp-ed
I
I
.
I
tat Lounge entrance, one per customer, please1
I
..J·

I
I
I
I

Orlando

Casselberry

OE
E

--------------------------

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
PIZZAS
SANDWICHES
POQL TABLES
1 MILE WEST OF ALAFAYA TR
ON EAST COLONIAL.

--------------------------------.

.

A PIZZA

and

Wedge Casuals

PADRINO
Brown leather .

SJ2.

PITCHER OF BEER 2.50
limit one per customer

F ashio~ Square • Altamonte Mall
10 'til 9 • BankAmericard •

American Express •

Mr . BOL Mastercllar<Je
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New degree in
history offered
Sparked by national interest
an d a c t i vi ty surrounding
bicentennial documents and the
ongoing construction of the state
archives building, a new master's
degree program in historical
administration is beginning at the
Florida State University this fall.
A program which links several
academic units on campus with
Florida's State Division of
Archives, History and Records
Management, the new M.A.
degree prepares historians for
professional work in a number of
fields. These include
opportunities in archives, records
management, historic site
identification and preservation,
historical museum management
and historical editing.
According to Dr. Maurice
Vance, professor of history at
Florida State, faculty for the
program will be drawn from his
own department, anthropology,
the School of Library Science and
the archive division, state office.
Since ·most graduates of the
program must serve a professional
internship under the supervision
of staff, W. Robert Williams,
division director, said he feels the
agency will be able to attract "the
most demonstrably able and most
interested trainees" to permanent
employment opportunities as
they become av~ilable.
The last of 50 states to
establish an official state archives
and museum, Florida must move,
catalog and store the state's
records, artifacts and
memorabilia--materials which
have been amassed for 150 years.
Students interested in the new
degree offering may contact
Florida State University's
Department of History.

- Challenge shop

BURNOR Contact Lenses
1 Guaranteed for comfortable wear
· during all of your W a.king Hours
ZUBARIK OPTICAL 855-9117

+••············•
..
i
i
i
+

SG SENATE ·ELECTIDNS

+

i
i
i

FROM

9:00

AM TO

4:00

•+

·

22 - Der. 3

DECLARE CAND !DACY SEPT.

PM

+

VC 224

i

CAMPAIGNING BEGINS Der. 6
ELECT! ON Von NG Der.

9

AND Der.

10

VOTING POLLS. WILL BE LOCATED

+ SNACK BAR~

Backpacking Specialist
Packs small & Large Bicycle Racks ' :
All hiking needs
Top name brands
41ULE. Hwy 436 83-1-74!9_

KtosK, AND IN THE LIBRARY

BECOME ACERTIFIED
SCUBA DIVER
13-week course leads to basic
scuba diver certJficaUon.
Course st.~rt~ Oct~ber 7.

i
•

+

+•••••••••••••••••• +

8 a.m.-10 a.m.

Tuesdays - Thursdays

or
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

DRUG STORE
OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN 9 A.IA.-~ P.M. MON.· SAT

·.

.
.
Just a few minutes from F.T.U.

you a Succes~ful Quarter

,.--r·wis.hing

We are here to serve your needs for

i.
~
-

Better Health-·Cosmetics - .Beauty Aids.
Greetin~

Cards- P~oto Supplies - Gifts

A REXALL DRUG STORE

(Course o·Herings cont_i~gent_
.upon suHicient .st.~dent. _registrat_
ion)
All equipment .·furnished except
mask, ·fins, and snorkel.
Enroll in Conti~uing Education Office,
Administration Building, Room 395.
addit.i~nal information Call extension 2123

GRAND :OPENING
BEER .WAREHOUSE
,,,\\,
...
DRIYE-THRU
BEER
WAREHOU.S E
\\~~

.

.

A11 NEW IN F10RIDA
DRIVE THRU OUR WAREHOUSE
NEYER 1EA YE YOUR CAR
TO SHOP

• caselleer esoda • party supplies
fleer
· -• keg_ ll•er • wine • 6 pack
COMPLETE -DRAFT BEER

COLDEST

BEER IN

TOWN
ES!

.C. Diet
7
FlaYors

SET UPS INC. Taps Tulls & Ice

De':::er •;:;v~;i::o~!~

Pallst Coca Col
Wine
Beer
Kegs
10 oz.
Special Special
r .e t llot for large
15.5
Real
Sclllitz
parties..
$2.39
Sangria gallons
Case
s2a.20 per· c~se
% gal
$5.49
s3.49
&dep

Pltone 422•6486
1347 Anderson

_______________...!

E

I Clturclt st.
1

•

:'

!

_

Anderson St.

•ast-West •xpresswav

Paying senators
could pay off
A bill presently on the
floor of the Student Senate
to pay 21 summer senators
for their legislative services
and predicted to fade
quickly after its second
reading warrants a closer
look.
There is no support for
the · measure from the
executive branch, and at first
glance the bill may seem a
self-serving waste of student
funds, p articularly
considering t he limited
contribution of some
sen a tors to the student
government process.
We are not opposed to
paying senators for their
work at a reas_o nable salary.·
without some reward , and
they usually prefer money.
Few of the hard-working
senators we need could be
acquired in today's economy
without some material
benefits.
We are opposed, however,
to the senate adopting any
such bill . which does not
include some viable method
of accountability between

senators and the students
who are paying them.
If the senate as a body
.were to make tougher
demands on its members and
clean house periodically, and
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if the campus newspaper
watched their actions, the
result might be. a much more
active body. It might also
elevate the prestige
associated with being a
senator, cutting sharply the
number of empty senate
seats following elections.
Nothing good ever came
cheaply. We . should salary
senators and then make
them work for their
paychecks.
-THE EDITORIAL BOARD

We should meet
teacher demands

In some cases compounding the other problems faced by
public s~hools this fall, teachers in recent weeks have walked
off the job in several cities across the nation, hoping to
increase pay scales and improve working conditions.
The complaints of public school teachers are almost
timeless: they are subjects of school boards who often handle
the affair s of e ducation and m unicipal .government
amateurishly and without regard to the beleagured classroom
mentors; they are subjects of taxpayers who attach milage
hikes and inferior curricula with equal voracity.
For this they receive a national average salary of $10 ,6 7 3
($10,430 in Florida), an average that accounts for the career
teacher with many years ex perience and the teacher fresh out
of college, who locally is paid $7 ,800 per year.
Florida law prohibits public employees to strike. More than
100,000 teachers walked off the job in Broward County,
however, apparently forsaking the practice of collective
bargaining in favor of applying more direct pressure on school
board members.
When that many classroom instructors strike in violation of
state statutes, it is an indication that their grievances are not to
be taken lightly. When educators, members of one of the
largest industries in the country, are that dissatisfied with the
treatment they're getting, it is time to rearrange state and local
budgets to meet every reasonable demand.
Anybody has the moral right to strike their employer when
they feel they have no recourse. If for no other reason than
that they are leaving children without instruction we should
compensate them enough to get them back in the classroom
and away from the bargaining table.
-The EDITORIAL BOARD
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Teacher
Editor:
The following satirical poem
was submitted twice
unsuccessfully to the Orlando
Sentinel Star.
I still want to believe that in
the U.S. I am free to state my
opinion as seen and as felt, and
that in a democratic system,
individual d~gnity and worth is
still of value.

(Ms. Mason is an FTU graduate
with degrees in education and
French. She was one of 269
first-year teachers laid off at the
end of the 1974-75 school yeat
by the Orange County School
Board~ She is returning to FTU
for graduate worll.-Ed.) '

Saga customers
need 'sympathy'
Editor:
When one wonders about the
administration's care and
handling of resident students at
this fine institution, FTU, one
must also wonder what happened
with the food service.
Continued on pg. 7

• •

•

criticizes layoffs
This is a simple, sad, reveallng story
about power, recession and the almighty dollar.
More you get, more you need,
les.s you share and l~ss you care.
Once upon a time there was a man
who sat up in a thin ivory tower,
and counted dollars and counted dollars.
He was enlightened by a saving device.
Hurrah! shouted a subdued minority:
"We exist to educate
not to give teachers jobs!"
And the plan was accepted.
Hearth-bounded little creatures
more than two hundred, four or' seven (who cares)
were shoved from one place to another
while others waited patiently
and displayed hope, trust and dedication.
Passwords of the day: List names,
transfer, lay off, and FIRE.
As long as the end justifies the means
it is for the good ~f the system,
'
it i~ in the best interest of the cause.
Ladies and Gentlemen of the Board
WHAT KIND OF SYSTEM ARE YOU RUNNING?
From someone who came a long ~ay,
from the shores of the Aegean Sea
to this great country
where individual opinion,
even if ineffective sometimes
is still free.
'
Mercia A. Mason
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'Sarge' may break up
Advice columns: spaces on
trivial comics pages where people
who may or may not exist are
given advice they may or may not
care about by people who
purport to be in the position of
having been through it all before.
They've traditionally been the
domain of the female
"journalist." They have many
millions of undeserving readers
and have replaced Buddah in the
minds of many housewives.
This summer, Ann Landers
divorced her husband Jules after a
quarter century of alleged bliss.
There hadn't been such a hubbub
in adviceland since Jean Adams
came out against hickeys--on the
grounds they could cause
infection.
So, with public confidence in
almost everyone dropping,
including female advice
columnists, we are launching our
candidate, a member of the
stronger sex, to attain stardom in
advice land.
With permission from the
author, this column will now
exclusively present an advance·
look at "Dear Sarge," a truly
superior advice column written
by a man with 20 years
experience in solving problems of
young adults while in a
supervisory position with the
U.S. government:

closed

obvious this boy is trying to win
your attention. So the next time
he's beating you to a pulp, invite
him to your house for some milk
and cookies. If he then starts

concealed in your clothing and
start beating him over the head. If
this doesn't work, push him in the
street while secretly arranging for
your father to drive by at the

hitting you harder it's his way of
accepting your invitation.
But if you're a boy, I have a
different solution. When he. starts
hitting you the next time, take
out a club you've cleverly

same mstant. This should without
a doubt solve your problem.
Dear Sarge: I'm about to give
up hope. I just got kicked out of
school. My parents kicked me out
of my house. My girlfriend called

•
sorority

advice

me a bad-breathed bum and
refuses to speak to me again.
Yesterday I totaled my car and
had my license suspended in the
meantime. I can't get a job and
am deeply in debt. On top of this,
I can't cure my dandruff and
acne. If I don't get an answer soon
I may go crazy.
Almost Gone
Dear Gone: In 20 years of
serving my country, never have I
seen a person with as many faults
as you. Thus this is the first time I
have ever given this piece of
advice. Since you are such a blight
on this great land of ours, there is
but one solution to the problem.
Either shoot yourself or jump off
a high diving board into an empty
pool. I say this in all sincerity and
wish you success in everything
you do.

Dear Sarge: I am 3 years old.
Gog goo dada wa wa mama mama
·we wee wa wa goo whee wa gee
wee wa da da se wa wa ma ga ga da
wa wee da da whee whee wa
mama dada wee wa goo ga goo wa
wee mama mama wa wa ewe gaga
goo.
Wee Wee in Tahiti
Dear Little Wee: Thanks for
sharing your perfect solution to
an otherwise complex problem.
Your letter was a real
day-brightener. I'm sure my
readers will take heed.
We had doubts about Sarge's
column in the beginning, but now
we're sure it will catch on fast,
kind of like VD. It's disheartening
to say, but it may even reduce
Abigail Van Buren to collecting
money on street corners for the
deaf and blind.

Dear Sarge: Everywhere I go
this boy keeps following me and
then hitting me. Now I am so
afraid that I never leave my
house. I am 13 and will be in the
eighth grade next year. What
should I do?
Frightened in L.A.
Dear Frightened: Since from
your letter I couldn't tell if you
were a boy or girl I came up with
two solutions. If you're a girl, it's

Saga
Continued from pg. 6

It was my experience this
summer to have to eat early on
Wednesday nights. I work, you
see, to hopefully free myself from
the chains of Saga someday.
However, on this Wednesday,
we were being treated to "Old
English Night," which featured
such decorations as newspaper
tablecloths and candles with beer
bottle holders. Truly romantic, if
you 're a wino from New York
and you've drunk all the beer in
these many empties.
I walked into the cafeteria at
4:37 p.m. and asked for my usual
tuna sandwich.
"Sorry, but there's no bread,"
I was told.
"O.K.," I said, "what have you
got?"
After some hemming and
hawing I found that there was an
appetizing baked potato, a salad,
and some yet-unidentified
specimen which escaped from the
biology building.
Disgusted, I ate (I was
famished) and left with
heartburn.
Our escapades in different
specialities started with Italian
Night and just bring back bad
memories. When I was told that
we could have all we could eat, I
was quite happy, not to mention
surprised. Ah, but Catch-22...
True, you could have all you
wished, if you took it on your
tray the first time. You were not,
however, allowed to reenter the
line for seconds. You can imagine
my surprise when I was told to
put back the food I had taken on
my second trip and told to go
back to my seat. Big Brother was
indeed watching.
I can somewhat sympathize
with the managers of Saga since
food service for university is hard
work, but clearer rules for playing
the game, plus a little sympathy
~---~·u

....,:u i.,__,.:jo~il.-IlJ;!filliillL----.-...,...

You can share a furnished apartmen·t ... close, but not_too close ... to FTU for only $65.00 a
month including water, sewer and garbage. You can enjoy the pool ... free parties ... tennis
.. .. volleyball ... the rec. room ... and laundry facilities . .. in an atmosphere you alone create .
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Nationwide debate rages
over dorm living mandates
By Cynthia Crossen
College Press Service

Sept. 28 to Oct. 4

Sorority rush begins
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD
Contributing Feature Editor

Sorority rush activities
officially got underway last night
at the traditional Greek Forum,
sponsored by Panhellenic, the
co-operative body governing
FTU's sororities.
Each year, Greek women host
this informative party to
in traduce interested female
students to sorority members,
brief rushees on the numerous
social functions awaiting them
throughout the f<;>rthcoming
week of formal Rush and
acquaint participants with rush
guidelines.
What exactly is sorority rush?
Panhellenic describes it as an
"exciting week of parties, food,
friends and fun, which takes place
September 28 through October 4.
It is a period of time during which
the sororities on campus extend
invitations for membership to
women students enrolled at
FTU."
What are the advantages of
joining a sorority? Panhellenic
answers the question this way:
"It can offer an enriched college
education, friendships th~t may
last forever, leadership training as
well as an opportunity to provide
a service for others.''
Meanwhile, several rushees
commented on their Rush
expectations and individual
reasons for signing up.
Acco-rding to Martha
Rotramel and Kathy Manookian,
both incoming freshmen at FTU,
Rush offers them an opprotunity
to "meet people." They also
agree that they equate sororities
with "involveme~t."
Valerie Homer, a freshman
majoring in accounting, agrees
with her constituents, but goes
in to a little more detail.
"I d~n 't know exactly what to
expect. I guess I hope to find
close friendships in a sorority,"
she paused a moment before
continuing. "Mainly, I want to do
things to· help the school and
community."

Three of the most significant
alterations include the emergence
of rush counselors, relaxation of
rush guidelines and the addition
of a fifth sorority on the FTU
campus.
The primary role of the four
designated rush counselors is to
answer any questions posed by
rushees as they progress through
the busy rush schedule. They will
be observing office hours in the
Student Organizations lobby of
the Administration Building
during the coming week, for the
rushees' convenience.
Ms. Hindman stresses

Al though rising off-campus
rents have filled dormitories
across the country to capacity
this fall , students at some college
are still battling mandatory dorm
regulations which require them to
live on campus.
Students at several universities
have taken the issue to court
charging that mandatory dorm
laws represent a violation of their
civil rights but the court decisions
have been inconsistent.
The number of schools with
mandatory dorm laws has
decreased over the past five years,
but a survey by the Association of
College and University Housing
0 fficers this year found that
more than 50 percent of the
public institutions and 76 percent
of the private institutions
surveyed still require some
students to live on campus.
Last June a U.S. District Court
judge told five Eastern Illinois
University students who had filed
. a class action suit that the
mandatory dorm regulations
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impartiality as "the most
important aspect of the rush
counselors job."
It is also hoped that the
presence of such unbiased
individuals will do much to
eliminate rush rule infractions. In
addition, Ms. Hindman considers
the c ustomery rush rules
followed throughout the formal
rush period to be "much more
liberal this year."
Until last May, there were four
sororities on the FI'U campus. At
that time, however, Delta Sigma
Theta, the predominately black
·national sorority, also ·gained ·
sorority recognition. The other
sororities · include: Alpha Chi
Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Tyes
Sorority and .zeta Tau Alpha.
As a result of its new status,
members of Delta Sigma Theta
will be participating ·in Rush
Week activities. The chapter will
be initiated into Panhellenic after
·the conclusion of the formal rush
period.
Alterations are also planned
with regard to party time
allotments and locations. "The
parties should be closer to
campus this year," commented
Ms. Hindman. "We're trying to
eliminate as much driving
between individual parties as
possible." She added that car
pools can be arranged through the
Dean's office.

Following the initial party
held last evening, rushees
continue along the sorority party
path by attending staged
get-togethers presented by the
individual organizations,
She estimated that roughly
beginning this Sunday afternoon.
110 FTU women will participate
Parties are scheduled all during
in next week's busy social
the upcoming week, climaxed by - schedule.
the grand fanale next Saturday,
when FTU's sororities extend
membership bids to rushees.
Anyone has not prevfously
registered, but would like to
As a result of Panbellenic
participate in this fall's Rush may
revisions during the past year,
still do so, by simply stopping by
numerous procedural and surface
any rush sign-up table located .at
changes will be in effect
various po in ts around campus
throughout Rush Week.
today, or signing up prior to
Sunday's parties. There is a $2
According to Pam Hindman,
registration fee, which covers the
assistant for student
cost of rush materials and
development, the changes were
Panhellenic expenses during
instituted in an attempt to make
Rush.
this fall's Rush the most
successful yet.

Fraternity
performs

s.e rvices
Alpha Phi Omega, the national
service fraternity, will hold an
informational meeting Oct. ·2, in
VC 214 from 10 a.m. to 11: 30
a.m.
The organization will also set
up information tables in the
snack bar patio next week from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m.
.
In addition, the group's
upcoming service project involves
aiding the local girl scout camp
scheduled for Oct. 4, as well as a
get-acquainted party afterwards.

the individual student. We cannot
agree that the right to choose
one ;s place of residence is
education" and therefore did not
necessarily a fundamental right,"
violate their civil rights.
the court ruled.
But according to Barry Smith,
The ursurge of popularity in
a univers.ity student, the
dorm living this year has helped
requirement that all freshmen '
the case against mandatory dorm
and sophomores under the age of
laws on some campuses. At the
21 must live on campus has
University of Alabama, requests
resulted in overcrowded dorms
for
on-campus housing were
where some students are forced
expected to outnumber vacant
to lfve in the lounges.
rooms by some 30 per cent. As a
Overcrowded dorms are also a
result, university administrators
big headache for students at the
suspended
the mandatory
University of Massachufreshman housing rule~
setts-Amherst, where university
And at the State University of
officials require all freshmen,
New York at Sony Brook, where
sophomores and juniors to live on
six students had filed suit last
campus. Four students filed a
spring against mandatory dorm
class action suit against the
regulations, the administration
university last winter but the suit
voluntarily dropped the dorm law
is still pending.
this year before the case reached
An attorney for the students
the court.
con tended that the dorm
The rule at Stony Book
regulations were a violation of the
required freshmen and .first-year
equal . protection clause of the
transfer students who were under
Constitution because they
21 and unmarried to live on
exempt married students,
campus 1f adequate housing
seniorsand students over 21 years
existed. In past years, this has
from the rule. Meanwhile, 1200
forced double rooms to become
to 1500 students are living three
triples. This year, the
to a double room.
.
administration admitted that the
Officials admitted the reason
ho using on the Stony Brook
for the residency requirement
campus was not sufficient and
was the necessity to pay the
allowed freshmen and transfer
bondholders who have financed
students to scramble for
the construction of the dorms
off-campus housing.
and dining commons. This was
The Board of Regents recently
also the conclusion of a trial court
repealed the mandatory
in South Dakota last year which
on-campu.s living requirements
ruled against mandatory dorm
for the University of Florida. As a
laws at the University of South
result of this action, compulsory
Dakota.
dormitory living no longer exists
The court found that the
within the State University
primary purpose of the
System.
dormitory rule was to insure
Students may someday wish
sufficient income to pay off the
residence hall debt, not to
for the good old days of
provide an "educationally
ma-ndatory dorm laws as
enriching experience" for
on-campus living becomes more
students as the administration
economical and less restrictive.
had claimed.
Because of these changes and·
~ut early this year, an appeals
because most universities stopped
court overturned the South
building more dormitories when
Dakota trial court's decision,
empty rooms became a problem a
conclu!iing that dormitory living
few years ago, on-campus housing
may soon become a reward
"broadens and enriches the life of
instead of a punishment.
were "implemented to achieve a

I e git imate goal of higher

"DEE'S SANDWICH SHOP"
across from Winn Dixie Union Park
PIZZAS- HHome Made" · SUBS
hours

-11 a.m. · 11 p.m.

O~r ·Specialty
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Holmes

services

Republkans

Holmes said these-develop- state chairman of the Teenage
m e nts put him in a delicate Republicans and has attended
;ituation. "Once I presented my seminars and the 1972
credentials at a hotel I was staying Republican National Convention
at and got scoffed at quite a bit," at Miami Beach.
he expounded. "The hotel was in
the same chain as where the
Watergate Committee stayed.,..,

JIM HOLMES
While ~ost students were,
spending a dull &ummer in their·
hometoW11 or attending summer
classes, Jim Holmes, a junior
majoring in political science, .was
travelling the coun.try at the
expense of the Teenage
Republicans.

Holmes said the Watergate
scandal hurt the Teenage
Republicans in two ways. First, a
number of dedicated Republicans
became upset and dropped out,
and others became less involved.
·Second, the Republican party has
gotten the image of being a
crooked party.

Holmes said last year's
Teenage Republicao attendance
declined, but it has increased this
year.

Ho1mes, an active Young
Since his first involvement
Republlcan, was one of the three · with the Teenage Republicans in
field representatives organizing 1968, Holmes has organized local
leadership seminars for Teenage political clubs and has served as
Republieeuts across the United president. He served two years ·as
States. The group is comprised of
youths between the ages of 13
and 18.

--·······~--·····~-~
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.. Happiness is sleeping in
.
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Less than one mile .from FTU
yet convenient to Oviedo
116000 Mendal Drive - Orlando
Off o.f Alafaya Trail
Quiet • Well .M aintained

..•
:.

One Bedroom Apartment
,Furnished) $140.00 . ~onth
Easy access to:
East· West Expressway
Fashion Square
Sernoran Bo·u tevard

THE LAND IS GOOD

AGAIN. BECAUSE
ENOUGH PEOPLE
· CARED.

South Coast Botanic Garden in
California. A dump transformer. into a
paradise. Impossible? Not when
enough people get together anr. worK.
You can help by becoming a
community volunteer in your area.
Write : Keep Ame·rica Beautiful, Inc.
99 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016

People start pollution.
People can stop iL
..: • : .

.

...
~

''4" '''v
A Public Service of this Newspaper
& The Advertisin Council.

'

. Call 365-5585 • ·OR •

The purpose of the excursion
was to present fi<Jld reports on the
programs, projects and activities
of the National Teenage
Republican party. In addition,
Holmes organized Teenage
Republican clubs and held
leadership seminars on
organization and grass roots
campaigning.

"The Teenage Republican
organization offers the same
thing every other club does in
leadership ... maybe more,"
Holmes said. "The idea is to win
campaigns. It (Teenage
Rep u b Ii can:;) teaches how to
organize peopl~ and campaigns. It
makes high school students more
.t ware . of politics and party
philosophy.

•••
Cords. Cords. Cords. From Levis
Jeans and Levi's for Gals. The best
things since blue jeans. Find the
biggest selection at County Seat
because County Seat has only Levi's.
\

For the most complete Levi's " line ...

[~ou~T~;1~!~

......&

365~3221
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Holmes' summer-lo?g tour
h .Im through Washingtonh,
Sout
Montana, Idaho, 1owDa, k o ta
North
a
'
Dakota'
Texas and
Louisiana, Oklahoma,
·
. er representatives
Oregon. Otn
d th
. overed the Northeast an
e
c
· g Holmes .
South. Before 1eavm '
d
worked in Washington D.C. a~
attended a week-long leaders ip
training conference.

"Right now I see a growing
5plit between Ford and
Reaganism," Holmes asserted.
"Many conservatives have urged
Ford to move further to the right.
rhere is great opposition to
Rockefeller. Reagan is supported
by conservatives and the Teenage
Republicans. Ford has tried to
build constitutency and has the
3Upport of the National
Committee."
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•

•
••
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•

Ill
Ill

••
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••
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Holmes said the Teenage
Republican program is designed
to prepare interested youth for a
politic al career and promote
leadership and ethical political
practice _s . The prog~~m
emphasizes the need for politics
to be very open.

"We don't have a strict hard
cut party line. We feel we are a
public service organization," he
concluded.

-..... --· ·-· .-..
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Some critics
lack class
I did not become an
entertainment columnist without
~ome misgivings.
Oh, it's not that I don't think
I'm qualified to handle the job.
I've always loved the theatre,
both as a participant and an
observer, and I've seen plays
ranging from Broadway shows to
the most obscure community
theatre productions.
No, it's not that.
And it's not that I fear my
scruples will be compromised or
potential friendships stifled
because of unfavorable
com men ts I may make
concerning a play. Bribes and
even threats of bodily harm will
not sway me from my sworn duty
to "call them as I see them."
Why even sexual advances by
the leading ladies offer only a
50-50 chance at best, of favorably
influencing a review, and many of
FTU's budding actresses may
wonder if it's worth the risk.
No, it's not that either.
It's just that when I think of
campus drama critics, I'm
reminded of a roommate I used to
have at a nearby college - a
college that boasted a fine theatre
department.

Randy
Noles
section for newspapermen and
college professors.''
Bob produced a box labeled
"Standard 74~3D, Drama Critic."
From it, he removed a slightly
faded brown corduroy jacket
with large round patches on each
elbow, a pair of baggy, somewhat
wrinkled straight-legged tr<;>users,
a white shirt with an unobtrusive
black bow tie, and a pair of heavy
horn-rimmed glasses.
To complete the effect, Bob
showed me a large Sherlock
Holmes-styled pipe, the
mouthpiece realistically gnawed
to show use.
I had to confess that holding a
note]>ad andpen, he certainly
looked the part.
"Now all I have to do is
memorize this list of theatre
jargon they gave me. Let's see.
'Actor - a performer. Audience
- spectators. Stage - where the
play is presented .... "
If much college newspaper
critique is uninformed, silly,
insulting and downright phony, I
honestly hope to . avoid those
pitfalls and communicate my
impressions to you in a coherent
and readable manner.
Now, if I could just find my
pipe ...

rHours. set

for library

Bob was a tall, cadaverous
creature, with greasy locks
Hours for the FTU Library for
hanging down from his shoulders
and a dreadful overbite. He the fall quarter are as follows:
--Monday-Thursday, 7:45 a.m.
chain-smoked Belairs, liked
"Gilligan's Island," and has a mad to 11 p.m.
--Friday, 7:45 a.m. to 6:00
crush on Olivia Newton-John. He
also picked his nose when he p.m.
--Saturday, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
thought I wasn't looking. Bob
was majoring in hotel-motel '"' ·· --Sunday, 2 p.m. to 11 p.m.
management.
. ............................
One day near mid-semester
Bob darted into our dormitocy
cubicle and panted, "Guess what?
I'm now the drama critic for the
school newspaper!"
"Bob," I retorded, "How can
that be? You've never even bee to
a play before. You don't know
the first thing about it!"
"You don't have to" he
gloated. "Look at this."
'
Bob handed me a piece of
paper which I discovered to be a
"form review" for a poor
production.
"Read it," he belched. "It's so
easy anyone could do it. The heck
w ith hotel-motel management.
I'm going to become another
Dean Johnson."
The review b~gan: "The
play,
, suffered from
(circle one): a) plodding direction
b) weak script c) technical flaws
d) all of the above.
''The . leading man
was both: a) stiff and awkward b)
talentless and bumbling c)
repu lsi ve and obviously a
homosexual d) all of the above.
The leading lady was no better.
"Last night's production : a)
appalled me b) offended me c)
insulted me d) all of the above."
Bob was jubilant.
"And they have a form if the
show's good, too!" he squealed.
"All I have to do is fill it out and
turn it in! And look they even
ordered me a uniform!"
"A unjform?" I queried.
.. Sure. They orde r them from
those uniform companies that sell
nurses' outfits, industrial
uniforms, policemen's suits, the

CERAMICS INSTRUCTOR JAMES BABB performs his craft in preparation for ceramic class to
be held every Monday from 7 :00 to 9:00 PM in the-VCAR ceramics room, beginning Oct. 6. (VC
Photo)
·

fore

Karate and yoga at VC

SIGHTS
and
SOUNDS
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Karate and yoga classes will be
offered this qu&rter by the Village
Center Board.
Karado karate taught by
Secret Service agent {{en Wartell
is scheduled fo~ every Wednesday,
and Thursday night starting Oct.
1. The course is from 6 to 8 p.m.
for eight weeks. The instructor
holds a third-degree black belt
with 15years experience.
Kundalini yoga classes will be

Extremes mark TV premieres
By RANDY NOLES
Entertainment Writer

A lot of knowledgable TV
viewers believe .t hat the new CBS

prime time soap opera, "Beacon
Hill," will usher in a new trend in
commercial television
programming.
They may be right.

l

By RANDY NOLES

offered the chaps the simplest
explanation for what constitutes
country music.
"If it sounds country, then
that's what it is, a country song.
Doesn't matter who sings it. "

The scene ' was inside the
sparkling new auditorium in the
0 pry Land complex near
Nashville, October 1974.
The grand old man of country
But Chet Atkins, who was in
music, Roy Acuff, assisted by
bluegrass king Bill Monroe, stood no sma,11 way responsible for the
mixing of pop and country styles,
stiffly in front of the television
and who many say invented the
cameras, envelopes in hand.
so-called "Nashville sound," is
"And the winner of the
sympathetic to the aims of ACE,
Female Vocalist of the Year
although a non-member.
award is ... " Acuff's face turned
ash en, the unshakable Bill
The problem seems more
Monroe grimaced as he forced out complex to him. "When music
the words." . . . Olivia forgets its roots, or becomes a
Newton-John.
parady of itself, it dies," Atkins
The rest of the Country Music asserts. "Of course, I had a lot to
Association {CMA) network
do with changing country music,
awards show went -pretty much
the same way --the oldsters and
hard-liners being swept aside in and I apologize."
On the other hand, Billy
favor of alleged "non-country"
Sherrill,
the man who produced
performers like Miss
Charlie
Rich's
hits (along with
Newton-John and Charlie Rich.
Following the program, producing the records of some
George Jones and Tammy ACE members) echoes the
Wynette held a little meeting at sentiments of a large number of
their palatial home, for 50 or so . producers and performers alike,
other irate performers, to develop when he calls the new
strategy to counteract the organization a classical examples
of "sour grapes."
mongrelization of their music.
The As.sociation of Country
Entertainers (ACE) was formed,
and received massive press
coverage-a feud that had raged
for years within Nashville's
musical circles had finally burst
forth into the limelight.
Kris Kristofferson, a writer of
both pop and country classics,

night from 7 to 9 p.m. The first
lesson in the eight-week course,
taught by San Puran Singh, is set
for Sept. 30.
Cost for the non-credit courses
is $8 per course. Today is the
deadline for registering at the
Village Center main desk for the
classes.

'Beacon Hill', 'Bobby Vinton'

•
Country ·music
award winners spark
Nashville controversy over outsiders
Entertainment Writer

held every Tuesday and Thursday

"Besides," he states,
"Boredom is the worst thing
wrong with country music now.
These people are still living in the
'40s and '50s, and I think by now,
most people in ACE realize that
and wish they hadn't had any part
in it."
Sherrill is probably right. No
matter how noble the
organizational aims of ACE may

be, the motivations of many ot its
members may not be nearly so
upstanding. Petty jealousy,
personalities and fading
popularity, rather than a sincere
desire to "save country musi(!" is
apparently the driving force
behind manv ACE supporters.
The ACE membership roster
reads like a Who's Who of country
performers who have either
pass.ed~ their prime. and are no
longer major forces in the
recording industry, or performers
who never en joyed great
popularity to begin with.
As a recent CBS news report
cited, it has long been common
knowledge that the real
"Nashville sound~' is the sound of
the cash registers. And the ones
currently making the most music
in that department are people like

Mac Davis, John Denver, Charlie
Rich and Olivia Newton-.fohn- people who are earning
increasingly wide acceptance and
vast sums of money for their
music. On the other hand, you
won't find many ACE members
at the top of the charts anymore.
In country music, as well as in
all other fields, the hope of the
future is with the innovators. To
allow a type of music to stagnate
is to surely destroy it, but ACE
resistance may well do more to
advance that end than ~ny
amount of "mongrelization."

The first episodes have met
not only with near unanimous
critical acclaim, but they have
been- ratings hits as well--an
unusual combination that will be
hard to beat.
"Beacon Hill's glossy
production and attention to
detail (the show is set in
prohibition era Boston) are set
off nicely by fine performances
from the ca.st. Benjamin Lassiter,
played by Stephen Elliot, is
agreeably tough and shady, while
Nancy Marchand gives a fine
performance as his wife.
The supporting roles,
including the children and the
servants, are outstanding.

Continued on pg. 11

·•five Years Due'
performs ·tonight
· "Under the Table", a
nightclu b-styled program at the
Village Center, will featu re "Five
Years Due," a five-man band
from Connecticut at 9: 00 tonight
in the Village Center
Multi-Purpose Room, adjacent to
the snack bar.
Five Years Due has appeared
on several college campuses and
benefits along the east coast, and
has played night clubs in the
south an din their native New
England.
The band's repertoire includes
15 original selections plus over 35
hits made famous by rock groups
in recent years.
Under the Table is sponsored
by the Village Center Board, and
in addition to live entertainment,
features dancing, beer, soft drinks
and snacks.
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Premieres
Another show we viewed
(rather, endured) last week, was
the premiere of the "Bobby
Vinton Show".
It's bad enough that after
merciful, several-year silence we
must again endure Mr. Vinto~ on
the radio, but giving him a
television show is the last straw.
Of all the recent and highly
publicized comeback& by pop
singers during the past decade,
Bobby Vinton's is certainly the
most astounding, because he
doesn't write as well as Paul
Anka, he can't sing as well as Neil
Sedaka, and he isn't nearly as
funny as Frankie Valli.
Why then, does he have a
television show? Well, it's mainly
on the strength of one recent hit
record entitled "My M~lody of
Love", a bouncy, harmless,
polka-type ditty with a ling sung
in Polish.
The Vinton show is
syndicated, and its low budget is
glaringly obvious. A tinny sound
makes Vinton 's whining vocals
even more annoying, and his
forays · into the studio audience,

Continued from pg. 10

The warnings that · "mature
subject matter" will be dealt
with, should definitely be
needed. In fact is is hard to
believe- that the same network
that censored The Smothers
Brothers out of existence in
1968, allows, for instance, a black
bordello to be referred to as a "jig
cathouse" in Beacon Hill's season
opener.
But, the times, they are a
changing' ·· besides, since
"Beacon Hill" is not broadcast
during "family viewing time",
some of the ribaldry is allowable.
Not since the debut of "All in
the Family", which considerably
altered the face of TV
situation-comedies, has a show
come on the screen with enough
potential and enough guts to
really shake the industry to the
bone. Let's hope that "Beacon
Hill" shows the powers-that-be in
network television that a show
doesn't have to be aimed at a
moron level to be a financial
success.

throwing himself at pretty girls
ala Tom Jones, is impossible to
withstand.
The comedy skits in the season
opener were mediocre at best, but
at least the procedure wisely kept
Vinton out of most of them and
left special guest Ted Knight to
fend mainly for himself. The best
moments were when Knight, who
plays a newscaster on "The Mary
Tyler Moore Show", participated
in a production number built
around his · yearning for 'Barbara
Walters, climaxed by a cameo
appearance by Walters herself.
But, in .all, Vinton 'sentry in to
the musical variety sweepstakes
looks dismal. Just because the
public bought a Vinton song
doesn't mean it's going to buy his
show. Perhaps his very presence
on the tube this season will
ultimately do some
good--producers may finally
realize that a record on the charts
is no guarantee that the singer will
make a good, or even tolerable
television host.

Don't Get
Shocked!!
WHEN YOU SEE
OUR SELECTION
OF GUITARS,
STRINGS AND
ACCESSORIES
GIBSON • EPIPHONE

Warranty Station
GUITAR REPAIR

MUSIC SHACK
BUTLER PLAZA
436 AND HOWELL BRANCH ROAD
CASSELBERRY· 678-1765

Impiety and the bittersweet key
ingredients in 'Nashville' script
The outrageousness of Robert
Altman's "Nashville" lies not in
it's slick production, it's shrew
characterization, or it's non
seq uituer ending. Rather, it's
roots are planted in the
realization that the carriers of the
film.'s sub-plots are bound
t o ge t h e r 0 n l Y bY t h e
desperateness that prevades their
unlike situations.
Like M*A*S*H, Altman's
previous triumph, the discovery
of humor in human tragedy is an
important part of the script's
success. The sense of the
bittersweet that markes
M*A*S*H,andhasbeensodeftly
conveyed by Alan Alada in the
.. television version, has not left the
Altman tool chest. It has simply
been moved from a hospital in
Truman's Korea to the capital of
country music.
Once there, the film suggests,
hayseeds trade in their fiddles and
overalls for electric guitars and
glittering suits, keep the accents
and the down-home stage
Presence and take on the added
dimensions of wealth, greed and
personal conflicts we've all been
told wealth can bring.
The Tennessee. metropolis is
the center of sham and phoniness,
and the characters are promoters
or victims of the Nashville
hard-sell.
The production showcases a
well-established king of country
music, who demands much and is
much-demanded; a naive

television reporter who is so
fascinated by everything she sees
she will never produce a good
documentary; a songstress whose
unsatisfying home life leads her
toseekfulfillmentelseWhere;the
many who think being
"discovered" and attaining
stardom are as easy as buying the
bus ticket that got them there;
and a confused young man who
conducts the finale in a crass
violation of poetic justice.
It is just short of impossible to
like any of them, but it's not
because they are all unlikeable
people. The major weakness is
that the viewer resents the
situation into which the
characters thrust themselves·
.-many times needlessly, almost
always at another's expense.
The city is offensive, the
people are offensive and the
cacophonous country music that
Altman splices in for extreme
lengths of time is offensive.
Most repungnant however, is
il '
'd t
n
the way Nashv' le s res1 en s se
out to the immediately bright but
ultimately garish and dismal
promise of mass recognition,
widespread love and millions of
fans. It is perhaps the dominant
theme in the film--a presidential
campaign the most overbearing of
all packaged movements.
Whether or not this particular
dramatization is representative of
a city or just a group, i_t is
unnerving that the hunger for
stardom is so powerful among
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both th-e talented and the
tone-deaf, and that the public is
so vulnerable to hero worship.
As yet, box offie receipts have
failed to reflect what the film's
promoters term "the damndest
thing you've ever seen." Instead,
public reception has been mild,
despite high praise from movie
critics.
Hailed as the best film of the
y ear so far, t he publi c ' s
preoccupation with sharks this
summer has caused it and other
films to already disappear from
local theatres. Altman, however,
shot enough footage to make a
number of special TV
presentations .
Lacking any magic scope with
which to view the nation's various
stages, if we are to conclude, as
some analysts already have, that
"Nashville" is a paradigm of the
larger American condition, then
we are far worse off than even the
most cynical of us have
conjectured.

~

INVESTIGATE OUR LITTLE
.
CORNER OF WINTER PARK
•.... REMEMBER, NOT ALL APTS
WERE CREATED EQUAL
STUDENTDISCOUNT 678-6090
north of Aloma on Semoran

7

Gestalt
Growth Group
ActunUz yout Potentinl
,Explore lnt~ersonnl Relntionship
Lenin Sensory wn1eness
on going group now open

fol en.rollment

contnct Dr. Tom Borowy or D~Jack fficGulre

Developmentnljenter
"'----Dorm C. R

n(·Ph 2811
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BOP appointments cnfirmed
UniversitY President Charles
N. Millican has confirmed
appointments to the Board of
Publications for the 1975-76
academic year.
Th e b oar d recommen d s
.
' b'l't'
d
po 1icy, respons1 11 1es an
.
d
f
d
t
opera mg proce ures orstu en t
.
th
pu bli·ca t ions to e vice-president .
f or commuru'ty re lat'ions an d t h e
president.
The appointments became
effective June 12, but the new
board has yet to meet.

Three students serve on the
board: Susan Simpson, a graduate
s t u d e n t majoring in
communication, Jim Holmes, a
sophomore majoring in pre-law /
P olitical science, and Gary
Andersen, president of the
student body.
Also serving is Maggie
Weidinger, staff assistant to Dean

Bernard Ostle of the College of
Natural Sciences, and Mary Anna
Jackson, a copy editor with the
Sentinel Star.
Eagles and Poit will serve as
long as they hold their newspaper
positions. All other board
members serve staggered
two-year terms, with the
exception of Miss Simpson,
whose term is one ear.

•••••••-!!!1!11!1!
......IW. . .iililiiiiliiiil•llliSPECIAL

The editor-in-chief of the
FuTUre, Dana Scott Eagles, and
the newspaper's business
manager, Barry Poit, serve on the
panel. Faculty members on the
board are Dr. Ronald Rubin of
the College of Business
Administration and Dr. Frederick
Fedler of the College of Social
Sciences.
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2505 East ,Colonial Drive - Orlando, Florida
(across from Colonial Mall)
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Recipe #456. 78cR

THE

1AxcoFizz:
* 2 oz.Jose Cuervo Tequila .
*Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.)
* 1 tsp. ·sugar
* 2 dashes orange bitters
* White of one egg
*A glass is quite helpful, too.

JOSE CUERVO~TEQUfLA. 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY !O 1975, HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD, CONN.
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Federal guidelines prohibit sex bias

Title IX:

anew era

By FRED VAN ASSHE
Sports Editor

Title IX of the U.S. Education
Amendments of 1972 prohibits
sex discrimination in any
education program that receives
Federal money. To many it-is the
beginning of a new equality in
collegiate sports; to some the
beginning of the end of "big
time" college sport. The
ramifications of this amendment
· will have a far reaching affect
upon intercollegiate sport in the
next three years.
At FTU, Vice President John
Philip Goree announced the
transfer and rea~ignment of J.
Thomas Simmons to become
Special Assistant to the Vice
President . for Business Affaris
effective September 1, 1975.
Simmons was formerly
director of personnel services at
FTU and in his new assignment
will be responsible for developing
studies and projects for the
vice-president. His first
assignment will be to coordinate
the preparation . of the
Affirmative Action Program to
implement Title IX of the Civil
Rights Act.
Although Title IX involves
itself with · a variety of
educatjonal subjects, athletics is
covered in detail and has raised a
considerable amount of public
controversy. The Health,·
Education and Welfare (HEW)
General Council has determined
-that ahtletics are a part of the
education program and activity
of ~ institution, whether or not
the Athletic Department itself
received federal funds.
Originally the proposed
regulation required each
in stitution to provide equal
opportunity in its athletic
program for members of both

sexes. In effect institutions were
allowed to offer teams separately
where membership is based on
competitive skill. This regulation
preserved all male teams. As a
consequence , -this proposed
regulation received much
comment from women's groups
such as the National Organization
for Women (NOW), and the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics (AICA).
This "separate but equal"
concept is considered by many to
be inequitable for any civil rights
legislation, and open access it is
maintained, should ·be required
for all athletic teams except
where women are excluded from
open teams; i.e., in a sport such as
football, where skill and size are
the criterion for participation.
The Association for
Inter-Collegiate Athletics for
Women (AIAW) suggests that
separate men's and women's
programs be allowed· under all
circumstances, and that
institutions be required to
provide proportionate funding
for each program.
i AIAW argues that the
"commercialism" of the men's
sports programs is undesirable,
and tliat the funds allocated for
women should be used to
promote more opportunities for
women's sports programs at the
inter-collegiate level instead of
spending large sums for recruiting
and scholarships.
The National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA)
argues that athletics, perse, are
not covered_by Title IX, although
the decision of the HEW General
Council is very clear on the issue.
The NCAA further maintains
that if athletics are covered by
Titl e IX revenue-producing
sports, (sports that create the

most revenue, or in some cases
loses the least amount of money):
should be exempt due to the fact
that these sports subsidize all
other sports.
The NEAA argues that
institutions would not be able to
suppQft a comparable women's
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sport, and the financial burden
placed upon institutions in
attempting to do so could
coceiveably signal the end of
high-buget college sports
programs.
The final regulation of Title
IX, however, provides that equal
expenditures for men's and
women's programs is not
required, although the regulation
further states that failure to
provide necessary expenditures
for female teams may constitute
noncompliance with the law in
the assessment of equal
opportunity for memQers of each
sex.

The final regulation also
provides for adjustment periods
for institutions to bring their
athletic programs into
compliance with the federal
statute. The final regulation of
Article IX calls for a "phase-in"
period of three years. At the end
of this adjustment period an
institution must offer an equal
number of men's and women's
sports, and ~ equal number of
scholarships, relative to the
number of participants.
In effect, the final regulation
means an equal amount of money
allocated for men's and women's
sports programs. Non-compliance
could result in a loss of federal
funds to the institution.

Cagers . takeEuropean tour
There was culture on the
courts for the FTU basketball
team this summer as they
participated in the first year of an
"athletic interchange" with
Spain.
Leaving Aug. 30, the team
arrived to play one game in
Ba re e Iona and four team
tournaments in Santiago,
Valladolid and Oviedo
(pronounced ah-vee-ahay-do)
before their return on Sept. 16.
The Knights played well and
won two games- one in Santiago
and one against the University of
Oviedo. Competition was tough
with only one university team
and the rest professional ball
clubs. Madrid, for example,
started four all-Americans. Even
more impre~ive was the fact that
three out of the four matches
were inauguration tournaments
held in brand new cloiseums.
(The proof is in the impressive
collection of trophies brought
back.)

The trip was termed "very
successful" by athletic director
John Powell, giving the team
some excellent practice and
opposition. Culturally, they
witnessed two coasts and seven
cities.
FTU's visit to Spain was
preceeded by the University of
Oviedo Soccer Team's arrival here
at Florida Tech.
The plans for the
''interchange" originally began
when Dr. Armando Payas of
FTU's Foreign Language
Department was visiting Spain
t w o y ears a go . He w 'a s
approached with the idea by the
Athletic Director of the
Unversity of Oviedo. Upon his
return, Pay as relayed the message
and the wheels of progress began
to tum.
"I believe this is a successful
beginning for a great relationship
between these two universities,"
said Dr. Powell. "We hope to
continue the program nextvear."

Photo by Dan George

OVIEDO GOALIE LEAPS to make save on a hard shot on goal. The Knights, however, did not
fare well in the contest, dropping a 9-0 decision to the Spanish team.

Oviedo trounces Tech
By DAN GEORGE
Special Writer

FTU participated.
FTU's game was largely
'Rough-and-tumble soccer
· defensive as All-American
thrilled a screaming crowd at
Winston DuBose exhausted
Oviedo High School earlier this
month as coach Jim Rudy's · himself deflecting the numerous
shots on goal from the Oviedo
fighting Knights battled a
club. The experience and
talented team from Oviedo,
persistence of the Spanish team
Spain. The match was part of a
was apparent as Carlos Tone
"European exchange" in which

FTU -boaters open home season
today .agai.nst Miaini Dade North
BY RENEE Le BLANC
Sports Writer

The FTU soccer tea·m
kicks-off it's 1975 season with an
exhibition today against Miami
Dade North. Immediately
following the 3:30 p.m. match
there will be a cook out at Lake
Claire sponsored by the Student

Government. Everyone is invited.
In addition to the three games
with visiting University of Oviedo
(Spain), the Knights have faced
nationally-ranked Southern
Illinois, and more recently St.
Leo College and the University of
Dublin (Ireland), losing to the
Irish hooters 6-4.
This se~n there are three

newcomers to the FTU squad:
Mario Issac, a forward who
played for Ulster Community
College in New York the last two
seasons; Mark Grey, an
All-American while at Miami
Palmetto High School; and David
Sirianni, all-county goalkeeper
from Miami Central.
The Knights also have 14

returnees from last year ~s squad,
including All-American goalie
Winston Dubose, All-South back
Donny Brown, and All-State
middle Tony Smith.
FTU will face some of the
nation's top intercollegiate
squads from Georgia State,
Appalachian State University of
South Carolina, University of
South Fiorida and Stetson.

threatened with drives, finally
scoring three times in the first
half.
Th~ second half brought
disaster as the powerful Oviedo
club swept through the FTU
defenses, scoring numerous times
-and bringing Coach Rudy off the
bench to assist his own team.
FTU's attempts at goals were
continually thwarted by the
efforts of Canedo Cosio who
consistently came up with save

after save.
Eloy Perez and Joaquin
Gutierez scored for Oviedo,
sending a drained Winston
DuBose to the bench. Efforts by
replacement Joe Barley and
assistance by Dean Andreadis
held the Spanish team at bay for a
while, but eventually gave up
scores to Jose Fonseca, Joaquin
Gutierez, and Miguel Garcia. The
game resulted in a 9-0 defeat for
the FTU Knights.

Off Cainpus Housing Ma~ual
The trend of students today is to
live off campus and away from
home. At FfU we have a different
situation than at most university
campuses. ·out of nine thousand
students, only four hundred live on
campus. The rest either live at
home or in apartments, trailers, or
such. That is why we at Student
Government felt it necessary to
provide some information on the
housing situation around the FfU
campus.
The kind .of place you get, the
people you live with, and how much
money it takes are things that
concern us all. Hopefully the
where, why and hows of off campus
living can save you a lot of time,
effqrt, and prob~ems.

What are the
advantag.e s to

main types of apartment complexes
to be found near c~mpus. The first
type is that of the small complex
with four to twelve units, owned
by private individuals, or real
estate investment companies situated locally. The second type is the
large modem complexes usually
owned by large corportations.
There are some houses and
duplexes for rent in the Union Park
area which i~ located about' one
mile west of the Alfaya Trail and
highway SO intersection. There is
also a small housing development
located towards Bithlo - about a
mile east of the Alafaya - Highway
SO intersection.
From the information we have
gathered, it seems the cost of
renting an a}Jartment and the cost
of mobile home run pretty much
the same. Below is a chart which
gives you an idea of the price range
of the apartments available in the
area, and the next section tells
you about mobile home availability.
ability.

living off as
.
What .about
opposed to living
mobile homes?
on?
There are quite a few mobile
home parks around the FfU
campus.· Most of them rent homes
From an economic standpoint,
on the lots and all of them rent Jots
campus housing is quite a bargain.
if you have your own trailer. The
FQr $160 a quarter (roughly SSS a
only way that mobile homes are
month) you get a furnished,
economical is if you have your own
functional living accommodation
trailer. Lot rentals generally run
incJuding carpet, air-conditioning, . around SSO a month, but home
local telephone service, and maid
rentals cost about the same or more
service once a week.
than an apartment. A few places
The meal plan is required of all
rent by the week at $38 to $50. This
on-campus students. This plan has
includes all but electricity or gas.
three options. The nineteen meal
Be sure and check out the place
plan is $224 a quarter. The fourteen
before you move in because some
meal plan is $212.50 a quarter. The
of the places tend to b~ somewhat
ten meal plan is $200 a quarter.
trashy.
From a social standpoint, the
There are numerous mobile home
small number of campus residents
sales places all along Highway· SO
enables you to live in your own
that wiU be · glad to take your
community .Activities and
·
money. Your best buy would
programs are planned and carried
probably be a used home (there are
out. There are also TV lounges,
a lot for sale) or a repossession
Game Room, and other recreational . which is probably newer for around
facilities. Another advantage is
$3500 to 54000.
that no transportation is necessary.
A few of the mobile home parks
around the area are:
Off Campus
On Campus

Living off-campus gives you a bit
more freedom. First of all, you
don't have to Jive by regulations
that say when you can have
visitors, or what you can have in
your rooms. Secondly, you can
choose where .you want to live, with
whom, and have more room for
privacy. Off-campus you can have
your own kitchen, bathroom, and a
parking place dose to your door.
. The other advantages vary with the
apartment of your choice (pools,
recreation rooms, laundry facilities, etc.). The availability of these
extras are listed in the back.

University Mobile Home Park
2100 SR420
OrJ~ndo, Florida 32807
Ph. 275-0122
_
$38-$50 per week rents a home
SS 7 a month lot rental

Big Oaks
Highway SO
S45-SSO lot rental

Tall Pines
Out toward BithJo
SSO a month lot rental ·

What types of
housing are

The Fairways
Lots for 565 to 580 per month
More of an exclusive place
has min1mum requirements for
trailers

available?
FTU is located in an area where
few types of housing are available
in the immediate vicinity. Th~ main
types of housing to be found are the
apartment complexes to be found
right across from school or right up
and down Alfaya Trail. The FfU
community does not h:ive the large
old houses, or housing areas near
campus, as do the larger, older
State Universities. There are two

Palm Valley Mobile Home
Community
one mile east of FfU on
Alafaya Trail
SSS a month - an but electricity
buy own homes
there are minimum requirements
Mr. Phil Burgett, Manager
(These are not necessarily recommended by Student Government,
but as an aid so that you will know
places to look and be able to make

up your own mfod. For more Single ·Party Line
information, check the files at $10.50 plus 7% Federal tax and'
Student Government. There are 10% city
various smaJler trailer p~rks - ten
units or so loc~ted on Highway SO ·
Two Party Line
that you might check into.)
$8.05 plus 7% F.ederal tax and 10%
city

What are
uiility costs?

Four Partv Line
S6.SS plus 7%Federa) tax and 10%
City

Touchtone telephones are available .
at an additional monthly cost. You
wilJ also pay a thirty dollar
instalJation fee with touchtone
being slightly higher. This is based
on one telephone on a single party
line.
..
·
Procedures for obtaining 'Winter
Park Telephone (WPT) service are
nearly identical to those for Southern Bell. To make arrangements
with WPT call their business office
at 644-2434 or 811 if you are calling
from a WPT telephone. Rates for
oµe residential telephone with
Winter Park Telephone are:

The cost of renting an apartment
almost always incJudes garbage,
sewer, and water service, however,
electric and telephone services are
very seldom included in your
monthly rent.
Your electric bills which are paid
monthly to Florida Power Corporation or the Orlando Utilities Commission wiJI probably be the most
expensive of these services. To
have the electricity turned on
inside Flotida Power's jurisdiction,
you should call their Customer
Service Office at 644-4040; all
Single Party Line
arrangements can be made over $7. 70 plus federal and city tax
the phone.Before the electricity can
be turned on you must pay a five
dollar service charge which will be Two Party Line
included on your first bill. ·you will $6.30. plus federal and city tax
also be required to pay a fifty dollar
deposit, which is applied tow·a rd Four Party Line
your last month's bill. If you keep S4.8S plus federal and city tax
your apartment for more than six
months you will begin to receive six
percent interest on the deposit.
This interest is credited to your Touchtone telephones are available·"
monthly electric bill. To have the at a cost of St.10 additional per
electricity turned on inside the month. You will ·also pay a
Orlando Utilities Commission's ;.., twenty-five dollar installation
jurisdictior1 you should visit their charge with touchtone installation
business at 500 N. Orange Avenue being five dollars more. This is
in downtown Orlando. The Orlando based on one telephone on a single
Utilities Commission also requires party line.
,
a deposit, however, their dep<>sit is
thirty-five dollars. After twelve
consecutive months of prompt
payment you will have your deposit
and six percent interest credited
toward that month's electric bill.
Neither Florida Power's nor the
Orlando Utilities Commission's deposits are transferable. ·This is
explained further below.
•
If, for example, you and . your
roommate split the electric deposit.
Should the person in whose name ,
the deposit was made move out, he
(or you) cannot get back any_
portion of the deposit money. The
entire deposit must be withdrawn
and another deposit paid. You
cannot simply change the name on
the account and open a new one.
FfU is located out from the center
The monthly residential electric of town and, therefore, it is
pill for one thousand kilowatt hours important to 'have some mode of
with Florida Power is $40.87 plus transportation if you are living near
tax if any. The Orlando Utilities campus. Location is one of the
Commission's rate for one thou- important factors to consider when
sand kilowatt hours is $35.66 inside looking for a place to live. Many
the city of Orlando and $38.07 students Jive more towards the
outside the city. The Orlando . Winter Park area (out FfU bouleUtilities Commission's rate in- vard towards Highway 436) for
cludes aJl taxes. Higher electric convenience to work, restaurants,
rates will go into effect in August, shopping centers, etc. This area is
however, they were no~ available approximately three to four miles
for this printing, so rates quoted in from campus or about a daily
thi.s section are slightly less than fifteen minute drive. .
they are now.
If you're living in the apartments
Some students can survive with- across the street you could either
out telephone service, in their walk or ride a bicycle to school.
apartment, however, if you are Trailers can be found in all sorts of
interested in telephone service places, but most of the parks are
these procedures should be followfar to.bike, ur;iJ~ss you're really
ed. If you are in Southern Bell's ~oo
mto cycling. Drivmg is probably
jurisdiction you should can their the only answer.
business office (422-9011) to make
all arrangements. You may be
required to pay a deposit to have
a telephone installed. The amount
of your deposit (if any) wiU be
determined by an evaluation of
APA&TMENTS
your credit standing. Deposits
usually are not more than one
Efficienc:y or Studio
month's service and two month's
One bedroom
estimated long distance service.
Two~ one bath
You will earn six percent interest
Two ~ one and a half bath
on your deposit and it is credited to
Two~ two bath
your account yearly. Your deposit
two bedroom townhousa
will be applied toward your last
Three bedroom
month's bill. Rates for a single
Three bedroom townhouse
residential telephone for Southern
Bell are:

Location. and

transportation
facls.

Realizing that our dependence on
cars around the FfU - Orlando area
can be realty expensive, we in
Student Government keep a computerized list of people Jiving
around the area where. you live.
Caruooling can save a Jot of money
and be an interesting way to get to
know people. .
We ar~ !!Ying very hard to get
bicycle paths along FfU boulevard.
lf these paths would benefit you,
come by Student · Government
offices and let us know. We can
use people to convince the Orange
County Commission of the need.

Looking for
an apartment?

When·
It's better to start looking for an
apartment about a month before
you plan to move in. This· will give
you time to look around and figure
what you have to spend, what you
want to live in, and time to find
roommates if you need them. The
apartment situation aroun~ FfU at .
the present time is such that
obtaining an apartment should be
no problem. However, 'the apartment complex you want might be
filled up, so check early!

Where·
Most people don't have a lot of
time to spend looking for an
apartment, or any place to live for
that matter, but finding the best
place in a short amount of time Js
not always easy. That is why the
Student Government of FTU is
starting the Off-Campus Housing
Service in roem 204 in the Student
Government offices in the Village
Center (phone is 275-2191). Student Government is open Monday
thru Friday from nine o'clock in the
morning tit five o'clock at night we will be glad to give you any
assistance as there are several
ways we can help .
The first of these ways is the Off
Campus Housing office wilJ keep a
master file of an the listed
complexes near FfU. The master
file forms will tell you such
information as the -type of apartments found in the complex, the
recreation facilities available
{pools, rec rooms', pool ·tables,
suanas, tennis courtS, etc:) what"
tne cost is per month ot eacn tyi-...
of apartment, type 9f lease,
security deposits, air-conditioning,
laundry rooms, and much more.
Actually, you find out just about
everything you can without actually
being there. Also kept in the
master file are any brochurC:;s or
literature given out by the managers. You can save a lot of time by
having readily available information at your fingertips.
Another service which is new to
the Of( Campus Housing Office
~tarting fall ts a cun·ent list of
students needing roommates. If
you have a place to live and need
roommate to share expenses, or if
you need a roommate and a place to
' live, come by and put your n~me on
the list and check it over. The only

lJNFURNJSHED

"1RNISHED

1100-158

1120-165
1125-190
1195-261
1222

ll25-190

1140-236
1150-186

1160-268
1182-240
1189-300
$200-350

$181-245
1216-305

Cleanser

Keeping your

Floor wax and disinfectant
Mop

new home

Furniture polish and duster
Paper tow:ls and cloth rags

clean.

Sponges ·
Toilet bowl brush and c;leanser

Once you get your apartment, it is
important that you keep it clean
and everything in good running
order. When you first move in
cleanliness is an important thing to
check for. Look closely in all
closets, cabinets, shelves, and
corners for dirt and bugs. It might
be a good idea to keep a good
strong spray readily available.

-

State Building
Morse Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida

Plan all your buying, don't just
get something on the spur of the
moment. The I.S.M. 's (Incredible
Screaming Munchies) attack us all
at one point or another, but we
must resist because this money
goes right down the drain. Try to
buy things you can fix yourself at
night (popcorn, peanut butter. etc.)
and avoid those crazy midnight
runs to hamburger joints and pizza
places. This really saves a lot in the
long run .
Ways to save money are not
always obvious. By ·,arefully wrapping and storing leftovers, you can
stretch your budget another week.
How many times has that half~ cup .
of soup g~ne down the drain when
it could have bee,n used as part of
tomorrow night's dinner or as

midnight snack? Use your fresh
vegetables and fruits as soon as
possible - what about for midnight
snacks instead of popcorn, frozen
pizzas, etc.? Great for the budget
and the waistline. A good hint for a
fresh refrigerator is to open a box
of baking soda (cheap!) and keep it
in the back . This takes away all old
food odors, keeps food tasting
fresh, and only has to be changed
once a month.
. Remember, it. is important to
share. If some things are off limits,
say so at the beginning. Everyone
.must give a little to get along well.

Garbage bags
Carpet sweeper (optional - if you
have carpet)

The worst cleaning job in the
house is the kitchen. Clean all
counters and sinks after every
meal. Dishes should be washed or
rinsed as soon as possible to avoid
bugs and smell. Rinse with hot
water, it's a lot more sanitary.
Landlords frequently keep deposits
for unkept refrigerators and stoves,
so it's good idea to defrost and
clean the fridge often. Take
everything out nd wipe the walls at
l_east once a month. Clean the top of
t~e stove with warm soapy water
and a soft rag. Don't use things
that will scratch the finish . Clean
the burner plates and b~ sure and
clean out the oven once every
couple of weeks. When cooking in
the oven cover things with aluminum foil to catch grease and you
can save a lot of cleaning.

Actually, the best way to get rid of
pests is to never have any. The best
way to do this is by talcing
preca~tionary measures when you
first move in! Keeping the place
clean of their favorite food and
killing the little devils when you
first see them will help a lot.
Another measure is to line all
shelves with bug-proof paper right
a~ ·~y.

There are several items that you
should buy for cleaning, and
everyone should share the expense
and the use. Some of the articles
you migh.t need are:
Broom and Dustpan
Dishw~sing

The bathroom is another fun job.
Oean the bathtub sinks regularly
with a good cleanser. Toilets
should be cleaned weekly by
flushing and using a toilet bowl
cleaner.
For the rest of the rooms, you
should sweep and vacuum at least
twice week. Try to shampoo. the
carpets every once in a while, too.
If you keep your home up, you will
be much more comfortable and
save money in the long run.

liquid
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thing is, once you have a roommate
let us know so t.~at we may keep the
file updated.
What-

The first thing to look for is cost.
The cost of the · apartments may
va.ry quite somewhat depending on
the conveniences that are offered.
Check with the master file and you
can compare the conveniences
offered with the price that you can
afford.
·
When you go to check out the
place. there are several things that
't'OU should . took for. First of all
check . out the electrical outlets.
light sockets, to make sure ev.trything is in working order. SecondlY,
you should carefully check all the
walls, floors, carpets, and fixtures
for any marks or stains. If there
are, be sure and bring it to the
attention of the manager. You
could lose your deposit for damage
you didn't cause. The third item on
the checklist is the plumbing - flush
all toilets. run water. in the sinks,
showers. and tubs to check for
working condition and leakage.
Fourth, check the windows and
screens to make sure they meel ·
properly and lock. tight. You can
save on electricit¥ and keep your .
apartment free from theft. Fifth, be
sure and try out all appliances
(st'ove, refrigerator, dishwasher,
etc.) to check their working condition. ·Last of all check for bugs you don't want your first roommate
to be ants and roaches.

If you live by yourself, you do it
all, but more likely than not you
must follow one of the several plans
mentioned above.
4) All in One Accounts - special
The first plan is when everyone
service account is two dollars a
- buys their own groceries and cooks
month
their own meals. This means that
eyeryone should have their own
i '
storage space and shelf in the
·refrigerator. The main problem
Citizens Bank of Oviedo
with this plan is that of time and
156 Geneva Drive
space. Some kind of arrangements
365-6611
must be made as to .....-: .., •• ;n use
the kitchen when. Too many cooks
spoil the broth, especially when
Checking plans are:
they are cooking meals at the same
1) free checking with a minimum
time. When using this arrangeof $ l 00 in account
ment, it is best to clean as soon as
you are through cooking. unless·
you should happen to own the
2) two dollars a month with a $50
There are very few people living
entire collection of Westinghouse
minimum
off campus without roommates and
cookware.
life isn't always easy. It's kind of
Plan two is when all roommates
like a marriage without love. Listed
3) three dollars
month with a
buy their own food, but chip in on
below are a few facts about
below $50 minimum
items that they all u e such as
rooming with someone that m1ght
ketchup, mustard, salt, etc. This is
eliminate problems before they
really an ·economical variation on
4) Special checl·ing is three ciollars
arise. There is no guarat tee that
Plan One and saves hassles on the
for every twenty-five checks writthese will enable all roommates to
use of accessory items.
ten.
Jive in peace, but keeping them in
Varia~ion three is really only
mind certainly couldn'! hurt.
economical when everyone is aBarnett Bank of Orlando
round to eat at the same time. This
3117 E. Colonial Drive
is when everyone divides the
894-2621
majority of the food bill eaually.
l) Set down the ground rules
The ability to carry off this plan 'n
before you move in together. If
successtu11y ctepends 1arge1y ' ori
1) free checking with a $200 there are many di5agreements,
schedules and everyone's taste in
forget it!
minimum in the account
food.
No matter how you work the
buying of groceries, it's almost
2) a two dollar a month charge for
always a good idea for everyone to
2) Check out what . the visitor
all other accounts .
chip in equally on the household
situation is like. If you have a
items such as toilet paper, dish
roommate with friends who stay
detergent, napkins, etc. This is a
over, or who party all the time
cheap way to keep plenty around
when you like to study, you may be
for all.
in· a bad situation.
The way the economy i~ headed
Atlantic National Bank of
today, it is most important for us to
Winter Park
do as much as we can to lower food
3) Set down an agreement as to
2525 Aloma Avenue
costs. One way to do this is to check'
who cleans what and when. Take
671-4000
with supermarkets and see when
turns doing the dishes, but figure it
they take unsold produce off the
out at the start. Divide up all the
racks and sell it at a reduced price.
cleaning
responsibilities
and
if
1) free . checking with $200 minisomeone isn't dojng his part, don't
mum
wait_ around kir him to change, talk
to him soon.
2) first ten checks are free, ten
Don't make demands or write
cents a check for remainder of
notes complaining. These things
checks.
~eall~ make for hard feelings and
JUSt . increase problems instead of
3) One Account - two dollars
month - covers cost of checks and solving them.
other special services.
plans below. Please do not misconstrue.this to'be an endorsement
of any kind, or any kind of
advertising. This information is
subject to change, but is accurate
as of August, 1975.

Special checking is fifteen cents
per check
3)

All ab.out

What about
budgeting?
With inflation attacking us all, the
budget)s going to be constantly on
our mmds. You don't want to
5.Ut: ve third quarter because you .
did not plan ahead. Many people
are forced to drop out a quarter just
because of inefficient planning. It
is a good idea to draw up a budget
at the beginning of each quarter
and it is an even better idea to
follow it strictly. You want to be
sure and pay all your bills on time,
as many places charge late fee~
which grow every day that you're
late. Know when your bills are due
and pay them on ·time.
Some of the items on the budget
each quarter, if you were living hy
yourself might be as follows: (a
quarter being a three month
period)
1. electricity - $90 to $120
2. apartment rent - $375
3. food - $300
4. telephone - $40
5 tuition - $250
6. books - $50
7. transportation cost (gas, car
payment, bicycle payment, etc.)
and spending money will vary with
each individual, but are important
when figuring the bud~et.
Now some of these figures would
be reduced if you had one or two
roommates, but you can get some
idea of what quarterly living
expenses may run.
Remember when you first move in
your expenses will be considerably
higher. You will have to pay an
apartment deposit, electric deposit,
telephone installation and deposit,
and buy all those staples around
the apartment that you only puy
when you first move.
It is important to keep a record of
all the bills you have paid. One of
the easiest ways to do this is to
open a checking account at one of
the banks in the University area,
even if you have an account in your
home town (it's a lot easier to cash
checks from a local bank). You will
probably need two l.D. 's to cash
checks in Orlando area stores. The
cashiers office i~ the Administration Building will also cash checks
up to fifty dollars, if you have an
FTU identification card.
Some of the banlcs in the Orlando
area are listed with their checking

roommates.

Southeast Bank of Maitland
Highway 17-92
644- 7000

1) personal account - no minimum

· free checking you _pay for checks.
2) Presidents Account two dollars
a month-special services account.

Sun Bank of East Orlando
630 N. Bumby Avenue
894-2211

4) You need to spend time with
your roommates and get to know
them. This r<'ally helps when
problems arise.

5) Another thing that must be
cleared up at the beginning is the
agreement on. drinking and smoking (of any variety). These are.
things that there could be a lot of
disagreement on, so be sure that
it's brought up before you move in.
Don't ignore it because it may be a
touchy problem.
·

6) Now comes the biggy - food.
We all must nurture our own
idiosyncracies about food. but
when living. with others it becomes
1) free checking with a $200
necessary to divide up shopping,
minimum in account
cooking. eating and cleanina up.
2) ~o dollars a month for regular
checking - no minimum

It is usually still good for a couple
of days, but use it quickly. Be sure
and don't overbuy, especially on
the perishables. Think about the'
number pf times a head of lettuce
has rotted in the fridge. This can
add up to some money ip the end.
Avoid convenience stores as much
as possible. I know it's easy to run
to the convenience stores for a
quick bite, but these places just eat
your budget all to hell .
If YC?U buy quantity and store .
brands instead of name brands,
chances are that you'll come out
ahead at . the check-out register.
These store brands don't necessarily mean a reduction in quality.
Always try to check ads in the
paper for good buys, but don't run
all over town trying to save
pennies.
Food stamps are. another area to
expl-0re if you find all your money
in your stomach. Some full time
students on their own are eligible
for this program. The first thing
you must do is call 843-4242 and
make an appo.intment to fill out an
application and have a personal
interview. On the application you
must list all of your expenses and
incomes (all expenses are not
deductible) so be sure that you
have all budgetary information
handy. You must have verification
. of everything.
There are a lot of regulations
regarding the Food Stamp Pro·
gram. For more complete inform·
ation. call 843-4242, or contact any
one of the three addreses below.
Food Stamp Program
2300 South Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, Florida

2 west eypress
Winter Garden, Florida

landlord to reduce the rent voluntarily, if not the court will decide
how much the rent should be
reduced, if at all, and will disburse
the money accordingly.
Whatever you do, do not pay rent
daring this time, for if the tenant
pays rent with the actual knowledge of noncompliance, the tenant
waives his right to terminate the
re~tal agreement or bring civil
ac~on for that specific noncompliance.

O~ligations

of tenant.

Some
Legal

Stuff

The landlord tenant act also
places the tenant under certain
obligations. The tenant must:
. .1) Comply with all obligations
imposed upon tenants by applic~ble provisions of building, housmg and health codes.
.
2) Keep that part of the premises
which he occupies and uses clean
and sanitary. ·
3) Remove from his dwelling unit
all garbage in a clean and sanitary
manner.
4) Keep all plumbing fixtures in
the dwelling unit or used by the
tenant clean and sanitary, and in
repair.
5) Use and operate in a reasonable
ma~ner all electrical, plumbing,
samtary, heating, ventilating, airconditioning and . other facilities
and appliances~ including elevators.
.
. 6) ~ot destroy, deface, damage,
impair, or remove any part of the
premises or property therein belonging to the landlord, nor permit
any person to do so.
7) Conduct himself and require
others to conduct themselves in a
manner that does not unreasonably
disturb his neighbors or constitute
a breach of. ~he peace.

Remedies

What is a lease?

As of J~nuary 1: 1974 all parts of
the Flonda Residential Landlord
and Tenant Act (HB 1423) better
~own ~ the "Landlord - Tenant
. Btll of Rtghts' ", went into effect.
We at Student Government feel it
n~cessary to provide an explaination of how this bill effects FfU
students as tenants. The foUowing
paragraphs are an . attempt to
explain some basic terms and then
to p.a raphase parts of the law which
~ould b~ of interest to you. The
mformatlon contained in this section. is not a substitute for legal
~vice, but hopefully can be used
as . guide~ines for any problems
which might arise, and perhaps
open your eyes to problems which
already exist. The law in its
~ntirety may be found at the FfU
ltbrary or in Student Government
Offices (room 204).

Obligations
of landlord.
The Landlord must:
(83.50) .1. Disclose in writing to
the tenant at or before the
commencement of the tenancy the
name and address of the landlord
or the landlord's agent. Should the
name and address of the landlord
change, he must notify the tenant.
So th~t the tenant can pay rent. lf
there is .no wri~en notification, the
tenant IS protected from eviction
for nonpayment of rent to the new
landlord• or any other notices to the
new landlord, such as notification
to terminate.

(83:51 a)
2. Comply with
applicable building, housing and
health codes.
(53.51 b) 3. Where there are no
he must maintain roofs,
wmdows, screens, doors, floors,
steps, porches, exterior walls
foundations, all other structurai
components in good repair and
capable of resisting normal forces
and loads, and maintain the
plumbing in reasonable working
condition.
c~es,

In units other than a family home
?r
duplex, the landlord is respons1
ible for:
' (83.51 2c) 4. The extermination of
rats, mice, roaches, ants,_ and'
bedbugs~

(85.51 .2d) 5. iocks and keys
(e) 6 . .The clean and safe
conditions of common area.
. (f) 7. Garbage removal and
outside receptacle for;
. (g) 8. Heat during winter,•
running water, and hot water.
4-8 may be waived in writing by
the landlord, it is important to
check this whether these are
waived or not.
If the landlord should fail to meet
~e abo~e conditions, you must first
give wntten notice · to the landlord
of.the problem and state that either
you will terminate the rental
agr~ement or the intention of not
paymg rent.
After seven days
~ th~ landlord fails to correct the
viola~1ons, the rental agreement is
termmated. If you decide to take
the other cour~e of action and not
pay rent, the landlord will no doubt
start eviction proceedings. If the
landlord tries to evict you on
nonpayment of rent you can defend
the nonpayment action based on
noncompliance. If there is nonco"'pliance, you may first try to get the

If the tenant does not comply with
the rules above, it is considered a
noncompliance on the part of the
tenant: The landlord may take
remedial action if it is a material
no~compliance (that is, an act
which would significantly alter the
v!!_ue of the dwelling unit).
The landlord must send written
notice of the noncompliance to the
tenant and his intention to end the
rental agreement. If the tenant fails
to comply within seven-days, then
the landlord may terminate the
rental agreement.
The landlord cannot accept rent
money. if he has knowledge of a
noncompliance, or he gives up his
right to terminate the agreement.
or to bring civil action for that
noncompliance.

writine the manner m which the
deposit is being held, the rate of
mterest lit tnere is any) which is to
be received, and the time payments
of the interest (at least once
annually).
Generally, the funds must accumulate interest at five percent per
annum. If the money is in an
interest bearing account of a
Florida institution, the tenant is
entitled to at least · ·seventy-five
percent of the interest payable on
such accounts.

Landlords Right to Enter Your
House or Apartment
The landlord may enter your
apar:tment to make repairs, supply
serv1:es agreed upon, inspect the
h~em1ses, etc. Uust about whatever
e wants), but the law does state
(83.53) that the landlord may not
abuse the right of access nor use it
to harass the tenant.

Eviction

The landlord may not put out the
tenant, unless the tenant has
already abandoned the premis~s.
or surrendered the keys, etc.,
without a court order. There is- a
standard Qrocedure which must be
followed in order to evict a tenant.
If the tenancy is from month to
month . without specific duration,
t~e- tenancy may bt; terminated by
g1v~ng not less than fifte~n days ·
notice prior to the end of any
monthly period. If_ the tenancy
(determined by how often you pay
rent) without duration is from
quarter to quarter, by giving not
less than thirty days notice prior to
the end of any quarterly period. If
the tenant remains in the dwelling
unit, the landlord . must file for
action by the County Court. If the
eviction is one for one of the
reasons for which the law requires
the lan.dlord to give the tenant a
notice, a copy of this notice must be
attached to the complaint.
.The court will then issue a
summons to the tenant. Unlier
narrow circumstances, if the tenant
cannot be found at the dwelling
unit, the sheriff may attach the
summons and complaint to the door
of the dwelling unit.

. The tenant has five days excluding_ the day the papers were
dehvered and excluding weekends)
to answer. If he does a court date is
set, if the tenant does not answer
the court will order the sheriff t~
return possession of the premises
to the landlord. This means that the tenant has from a week to ten days
before the sheriffs department will
th.row him out.
If you do not pay rent when the
rent is due and continue not to pay
f?r three days following the dehvery of written demand to pay by
the landlord, the landlord may
terminate the rental agreement.
After the rental agreement has
been termin3:te?, the landlord may
then start eviction proceedings.
Some leases contain clauses that if
the tenant continues to pay one
month's rent after the expiration of
the lease, that this renews the lease
for the same amount of time and
provisions as stated originally. This
could be good because the landlord
could not raise your rent, but bad
because you would have to break
the lease if you had not intended to
stay the entire time.

Attorneys Fees

The landlord tenant act _ now
makes provisions· for the attorneys
fees to be <;overed by the tenant if
the tenant prevails in a suit with
the landlord.
Section 83.48 states that:
' 'If .a. rental agreement contains a
prov1s1on allowing attorney's fees
to the landlord when he is required
to take any action to enforce the
rental agreement, the court may
also allow reasonable attorney fees
to the tenant when he prevails in
any action by or against him with
resp~ct to the rental agreement."
Section 83.49 (3) (c) provides that:
"If either party institutes an
~ct~on_ i~ a court of competent
1unsd1ction .to adjud,icate .his right
~o the sec~rity deposit, the prevailmg party 1s entitled to receive his
::ourt costs plus a reasonable fee for
1is attorney.''

Deposits

Most leases and rental agreements require some kind of deposit. Deposit money is any monies
held by the landlord iti behalf of the
tenant, such as security deposits
which guarantee payment of rent,
cleaning fees, and damage. If yQu
have a pet, a pet deposit may be
required, which may be non-refundable. If yqu break the iease,
you :an count on losing your
deposit and even possibly being
sued for breach of contract, but this
is not likely.
When the rental agreement is
over and you vacate, the landlord
has fifteen days to return the
security deposit (with interest. If
that applies) or give you notice that
he intends to make a claim on the
deposit. If the landlord fails to give
this notification, he forfeits the
right to make a claim. The tenant
th~n ha.s fifteen days tn object to
this notice. If there is no objection,
the landlord may deduct the
amount written in the notice. · If
there is an objection the problem is
decided in court.
If the landlord rents five or more
dwell1ing units and requires a
deposit which is held for more thar
six months. then the landlord must,
within thirty days of the receipt of
these monies, notify the tenant in

IS

Ev1CTiON ???

ALAFAYA TRAIL - 2501 Alafaya Trail 275-8950/two bdrm. furnished and unfurnished
.units/$42. 50 deposit/ all utilities e:scept electricity
included in rent/quarterly lease/central heat and
air/carpet/drapes/washer-dryer/swimming pool/
pets/children/recreation room/tennis, volley ball
and basketball courts/rent two bdrm., one bath
furnished as low as $70 or $66 per month for triple
occupancy/ unfurnished $150 or $140.

ALOMA ARMS- 6979 Aloma Ave. - 678-5450/ one,
two, and three bdrm. unfurnished units/$100-$150
deposit/ all utilities except electricity included in
rent/one year lease with transfer clause, deposit
returnable/ central heat and air/shag carpet/
drapes/washer-dryer/ two swimming pools/$75
pet deposit $25 of which is refundable/children/
adult recreation room/garbage disposaVdishwasher/ child's playground with pavilion/tennis
and basketball courts/grills and GE self-cleaning
ovens/rent one bdrm . $135/two bdrm. one bath
$171/two bdrm. one and one half bath $150-$186/
two bdrm. two bath $160-$1991/three bdrm. two
bath $240 .
CAPISTRANO- 200 S. Maitland Ave., Altamonte
Springs - 831-7117 Separate family and adult
sections/ efficiency, one, two, and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/SJOO security deposit/all utilities except electricty included in rent/one year
lease/ centrw heat and air/ carpet/drapes/washerdryer facilities and hookups in three bdrm./two
pools/$5 per month~harge on small pets/children
/garbage disposal/dishwashers, except in efficiencies/rent efficiency $158/one bdrm. $190/two
bdrm. one bath $222-$236 (depending on
location)/two bdrm. two bath $246-$268 (depending on location(/three bdrm. two bath $278-$300
(depending on location) .
CARLTON ARMS -300 Jamestown Dr., Winter
Park - 671-3500/one, two, and three bdrm.
townhouses and one, and two, and three bdrm.
units/one month's rent deposit/ all utilities except
electricity included in rent/ one year lease or six
month lease at $10 more/central heat and
air/carpet/no drapes (but rods)/laundry facilities/
two swimming pools/no pet deposit but $5 more
per month/children/two recreation rooms/garbage disposal/dishwashers in most units/convenient to elementary schools and shopping/security guard/nice patios/rent townhouses from
$157-$228/one bdrm. $144-$161/twn bdrm. nnA
bath $167-$183 (no dishwasheif/two bdrm. $169
1aen upstairs)/delux two bdrm. two and one half
bath $228.

CARRIAGE EAST - 1900 S. Conway Rd. 896-8471/one, two, and three bdrm . unfurnished
units/150 security deposit/all utilities ezcept
electricity included in rent/six month or oni:i .year
lease/central heat and air/plush carpet/drapes/
two coin laundries on premises/two swimming
pools/$50 non-refundable deposit on small pets
(maximum 12 in.)/children/no recreation room/
garbage disposal/dishwasher in three bdrm./ adult
and family section/rent one bdrm. unfurnished
$139-$144 (add $30 for furnished unit available
only in adult section)/two bdrm. one and one half
bath $159-$164/three bdrm. two bath unfurnished
$189-$200.

CENTURY 21 apartmenta -2250 N. Semoran Bl~d.
-678-2111 studio, one, two, and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/$100 security deposit (or $75
per student)/all utilities except electricity included
in rent/six month lease/central heat and air (small
studios have wall unit)/carpet/drapes/laundry
facilities on premises/three swimming pools (one
whirlpqol)/$50 pet deposit/no children/large
recreation room/no garbage disposaVdishwashers, except in studios/sauna/pool/ping pong/pinball/tennis/handball/rent studio $130-$140/one
bdrm. $160/two bdrm. two bath $190/two bdrm.
one and one half bath townhouse $200/same
townhouse with den $240/$10 rebate for paying
rent by first of month.

COLLEGE PARK APARTMENTS - 3200 Alafaya
Trail - 273-5610/one bdrm . furnished and
unfurnished units/ $100 security deposit/ all utilities except electricity included in rent/central heat
nd air/shag carpet/drapes/laundry facilities/ .
swimming pooV$50 l'">n-refundable pet deposit/
children/recreation room/no dishwasher/rent one
bdrm . furnished with monthly lease $140/one
bdrm . with six month lease $130/one bdrm. with
one year lease $125 .
CASTILIAN COURT - 423 Castilian Court, comer
of 436 and Aloma, Winter Park - 671:7722 - o!1e,
two, and three bdrM . units/ $50 secun~ deposit/
all utilities except l!lectricity included m rent/one
year lease with thirty day cancell~tion clause/central heat and air/carpet/drapes / s1X laundry rooms
on premises all free/ three swimming pools/
pets/ children/ three recreation rooms/ garbage
disposal/dishwasher/ mens and womens .saunas/
exercise room/ handball/basketbalVtenrns court/
lawn bowling/croquet/shuffleb.i'f ~~}t~/two"""
creation director/ rent one bdrm 1 - -· . -- · · bdrm. 2 bath $164-$174/ three bdrm. $204-$214 .

COLONIES - 3082 Goldenrod Road (Highway
15-A), Orlando, Fla. 32807/ 678-72/Studio, one,
two, three bedroom apts. and townhouses/$100
security deposit/all utilities except electric/si.x
month lease/central heat and air/pool/complex
recreation room/tennis courts/dishwasher/pets/
children/studio $125/one bedroom $130/one bedroom deluze $135/two bedroom $195/three
bedroom $270/townhouse $210.

CURRYFORD APARTMENTS - 5465 Curr}-ford
Rd. 275-8770/one, two and three furnished and
unfurnished units/$100 security deposil./all utilities except electricity included in rent/siz month or
one year lease/central heat and air/shag and
non-shag carpet/drapes/laundry facilities/one .
large swim.ming pooVS50 non-refundable deposit
on amall pets/children/game room/large play rea
for children/garbage disposal/dishwasher/exterminating once a month/air hockey/basketball/pool
tables/rent one bdrm. unfurnished $140/two
bdrm. two bath furnished $225/ unfumished $165
& up/three bdrm. $220.

CYPRESS APARTMENTS - 330 Lake Ave.,
Maitland - 647-7860/one, two, and three bedroom
unfurnished units/$100 security deposit/all utilitie~ except electricity included in rent/one year
lease/central heat .and 11fr/shag carpet/drapes/
laundromat on premises/swimming pooV$75
non-refundable pet deposit/children/no recreation
room/ garbage disposal/no dishwasher/lake for
boating, fishing but no swimming/rent one bdrm.
$132/two bdrm . one bath $153/three bdrm. two
bath $202-$212.

DOVER OAKS - 3700 E. Conway Rd. 898-9331/efficiency, one, . two and three bdrm.
furnished and unfurnished units/$100 security
deposit/all utilities except electricity included in
rent/six month to one year lease (required to sign
six month lease) /central heat and air/sh~ and
non-shag carpet/drapes/seven laundry rooms in
complex/four swimming pools/$50 non-refundable
fee on small pets/children allowed in family
section/two clubrooms and one recreation room/
garbage disposal/dishwasher in all units except
efficiencies and one bdrm.lrent unfurnished
efficiency $100-$110 and $20 more furnished/one
bdrm. $135-$144 and ·$30 more furnished/two
bdrm. one bath $165-$174 and $40 more
furnished/two bdrm. two bath $182 and $40 more
furnished: two bdrm. two bath townhouse
same/three bdrm. two bath ~200-$215 and $5(}
more furnished.
FERN PARK APARTMENTS - 300 Oxford Rd ..
Fem Park - 831-3696 one and two bdrm.
unfurnished units/$50 security deposit/all utilities
except electricity included in rent/six month
lease/central heat and air/carpet/drapes/laundry
facilities on premises (dime dryers)/swimming
pool/SlOO deposit on small pets ($50 _refundab!e)/
children/recreation room/garbage disposal/d1Shwasher/ping pong/shuffleboard/rent one bdrm.
$130/two bdrm. one bath $150/two bdrm. two bath
$165 .

THE FONTANA - 2801 North Goldenrod Rd. 678-56711/one, two, and three bdrm. unfurnished
units/$100 security deposit/one year lease/central
heat and air/shag carpet/drapes/laundry facilities
/Jr. Olympic swimming pool/$50 pet d~posit $25 ·
of which is refundable/children/recreation room/
garbage disposal/dlshwasher/rental furniture available/exercise/saunas/pool/rent one large bdrm. $135/two large bdrm. two bath $165/three
bdrm. two bath $205. (move in allowance(. 1st
month free rent.

FOUR SEASONS APARTMENTS.200 ~t.
dt.
Andrews Blvd., Wint.er Park - 671-556!.Vone, two,
and three bdrm. unfurnished units/$100 security
deposit/all utilities except electricity inclui;led in
rent/one year lease/central heat and air/carpet/
drapes/laundry facilities on premises(three swimming pools/no pets/children/recreation room/
garbage disposaVdishwasherI covered parking/
tennis court/shu1lleboard/rent one bdrm. Sl56;
$160 by pool/two bdrm. two bath $185/three
bdrm. $235/two bdrm. one and one half bath
townh·ouse $215.

FOXCROFT APARTMENTS- 2500 Howell Branch
Rd. - 671-6710/studio, one, two, and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/$100 security deposit/all utilities including electricity included in . rent/si.x
month minimum lease/central heat and wr/carpet
/drapes/laundry facilities on premises/three
swimming pools/pets allowed with non-refundable
fees as follows ; cat $50: dog $75; large dog
$125/children/two recreation rooms/garbage disposal/dishwasher/three tennis courts/rent studio
$150-$155/one bdrm. $160-$180/two bdrm. one
bath adult section $205-$220: family section
$215-$220/two bdtm. two bath $225-$235/three
bdrm. $280-$300/all two and three bdrm. with
washer-dryer hookup.

GASLIGHT APARTMENTS - 71 Gaslight Circle 678-6090/one, and two bdrm . unfurnished units/
$50 security deposit for one bdrm. and $75 for ~o
bdrm./all utilities except electricity included m
rent/one year lease or six month/central h~at_and
air/ carpet/drapes/laundry room in each buildmg/
one big clean swimming pool ~S50 refundable pet
deposit/children/clubhouse with pool _table, pmg
pong, and small kitchen/ no garbage disposal/
dishwasher/ suana/rent one small bdrm .
$140-$145/one large bdrm. $147.50/ two bdrm . one
bath $157 .50/two bdrm. two bath $174 .25.
GROVE PARK APARTMENTS - 5325 Curryford
Rd. - 277-3831/efficiency, one, and two b~ .
unfurnished units/ all utilities except electnc1ty
and sew er included in rent/month to month
lease/ central heat and air/ carpet/ drapes/two
laundromats on premises/ two swimming pools/
$50 non-refundable pet deposit/ no childrenl_recreation room/garbage disposal/ dishwasher/lighted
tennis/ volleyball/ rent efficiency $1Q5 / one bdrm .
$130/ two bdrm. one bath $150/ two bdrm. two
bath $165.

HABITAT APARTMENTS - 2406 S. Conway Rd.
898-6441/one, and two bdrm . unfurnished un~~/
$100 security deposit/ all utilities e_x cept electricity
included in rent/one year lease: su month clause
for job transfer with thirty day notice/ce~t:~l heat
and air/shag carpet/drapes/laundry f~c1hties on
premises/three swimming pools/no children/
recreation room with bar and dance floor/garbage
disposals/dishwasher/three and one half acre
lake/nick landscaping/ beer allowed at pool on
weekends/tennis/volleyball/rent one bdrm. $147 /
two bdrm . two bath $209.
HARA APARTMENTS ~ 12172-12190 Descartes
Court - 277-6050/two bdrm. units/$60 security
deposit/all utilities except electricity included in
rent/nine month lease (sclrool year)/central heat
and air/carpet/drapes/washers-dryers/no swimming pool/no pets/children/no recreation. room/
garbage disposaVdishwasher/good location/rent
$70 per student per month.

HAYSTACK EAST- 11600 McKay - 273-2405/one
and two bdrm. unfurnished units/$95 security
deposit/all utilities except electricity included in
rent/one year lease with anything from a three
month option and up with a thirty day
notice/centrd heat and air/carpet/drapes/ three
laundry rooms on premises/two swimming pools/
$50 non-refundable fee on small pets/children in
family section/ two recreation rooms and one social
room/garbage disposal/dishwasher in two bdrm./
two suanas/ two tennis courts/ volleyball/rent on
one bdrm. :5145-$150 (more plush) two bdrm. one
bath $175 .

LA ALOMA APARTMENTS - 3040 Aloma Ave.,
Winter Park - 671-6660/one, two, and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/$75 deposit/$50 pet fee/ 8:11
utilities except electricity included in rent/ SIX
month lease/air and heat/choice of carpet/drapes/
two swimming pools/pets/children/two recreation
rooms/rent one bdrm. one bath $135/two bdrm.
one bath from $150/two bdrm. one and one half
bath $160/two bdrm. two bath Sl 70/three bdrm.
two bath $200.

EXCUTIVE SOUTH - 1932 S. Conway Rd. 896-8261/one, two, and three bdrm. furnished and
unfurnished units/SlOO security depo~it/all utilities except electricity included in rent/one year or
six month lease/air and heat/shag carpet/drapes/
laundromat in complex/large swimming pool and
one children's pool/sauna/exercise room/$50
non-refundable deposit on small pets/children/
two recreation rooms/garbage disposal/dishwasher/rent onE:. bdrm. furnished $151-Sl56;unfurnished $125-$130/two bdrm. two bath furnished
$181-$191; unfurnished $155-$165/three bdrm.
two bath furnished $216-$225;unfurnished $190$199/one two bdrm. building set aside for
students.

LAKE CONWAY WOODS APARTMENTS - 4830
S.Conway Rd. - 851-9510 one, two, bdrm.
unfurnished units/$100 security deposit/all utilities included except electricity included in
rent/lease anywhere from three months up/heat
and air/medium shag carpet/drapes/laundry
room/swimming pool/children/recreation room/
garbage disposal/dishwasher/rent one bdrm.
unfurnished $149-$155/two bdrm. two bath
unfurnished $179-$185/with year lease you get
third month rent free/located 11cross from
Shennandoah Elementary.

LAKE DESTINY APARTMENTS - 906 Lake
Destiny Rd., Altamonte Springs 862-4060/fumished and unfurnished efficiencey, one, two, and
three bdrm. units/$50 security deposit/all utilities
except electricty included in rent/one year lease
with six month transfer clause; $100 deposit on
three month lease/central heat and air/shag
carpet/color-coordinatAwi ONIN"•llRnnnrv rnnm ""
premises/three swimming pools/$50 non-refund
able depsoit on pets 25 lbs. or under/children!
r.lubhouse with locker rooms, bar, etc./garbage
disposal/dishwasher/two tennis courts/fr0st-free ,
refrigerator/boat dock and rant/Bee Hive clulJ ror
children four years and up/rent furnished
efficiency 1154.80; unfurnished $131/one bdrm.
furnished $190.20; unfurnished $159/two bdrm.
one bath $185 unfurnished; $226.60 furnished/two
bdrm. two bath $209 unfurnished; $250.60
furnished/three bdnn. two bath (family section)
$225 unfurnished; $277 furnished.

LAKE FREDRICKA - 3211 S. Semoran Blvd. 277-7310/studio, one, two, and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/$50 cleaning deposit that is
non-refundable/$50 refundable security deposit/
all utilities except electricity included in rent/six
month or one year lease/central heat and
air/carpet/drapes/laundry facilities on premises/
two swimming pools with whirlpool/pets/no
children/large recreation room/dishwasher/frost.free refrigerator/two tennis courts/sailboats and
canoes/TV in n!ezanina/rent studio $140-$170
depending on location/one bdrm. $165-$210/two
bdrm. one and one half bath $190-$265/three
bdrm. two bath $210-$300 .

LAKE HOWELL ARMS - 700 Georgetown Dr.,
Casselberry - 831-2900/ efficiency, studio, one,
two, and three bdrm . unfurnished units/one
month's rent deposit/all utilities except electricity
included in rent/one vear lease/central heat and
air/ carpet/no drapes/three laundry rooms/ swim
ming p-ool/$4 per month per pet/no children/recreation ronni/ 11arhaae disoo!'al/ dishwasher/rent
efficiency $111-$116/ studio $121-$131 / one bdrm.
$1 48-$167/ two bdrm. one bath $166-$226/ two
bdrm. one and one half bath $199/ three bdrm. one
and one half bath $234.

MASTERS COVE APARTMENTS - 3635 Aloma
Ave., Winter Park - 678-1010/ one , two, and three
bdrm. unfurnished unil-'l/ $100 security deposit! /
all utilities included except electricity in rent/one
year lease/ central heat and air/carpet/drapes/two
laundry rooms on premises/ two swimming pools/
pets up to 15 lbs./cbildren/recreation room/
garbage disposal/ dishwa\her/basketball court/
tennis / volleyball/ rent one bdrm. $135-$140/two
bdrm. one bath $169-$174/two bdrm. two bath
$195/three bdrm . $250 .

THE MEADOWS
- 375 Palm Springs Rd.,
Altamorite Springs - 834-2442 efficiency, one, two,
and three bdrm. unfurnished units/$100 deposit
with 5 % interest/ a ti utilities except electricity
included in rent/one year or six month option
lease/central heal and air/shag carpet/drapes/
laundry rooms/swimming pool/two pool tables/
SlOO pet deposit/no children/recreation room/
garbage disposal/dishwasher/e:sercise room/ping
pong/suena/rent efficiency $135/one bdrm. $160/
two bdrm . one bath $185/two bdrm. two bath
$195/three bdrm. tV(o bath $209.

l1CJ§UlJ rn rn0
>NC?B HIU APARTMENTS - 600 N. Semoran,
Winter Park - . 671-4001/one, two and three
. fumis~ed and unfurnished units/1100 security
deposit/one year lease with six month transfer
clause/central heat ud air/carpeVdrapes/thme
la~dry rooms/~o swimming pools/small pets/
children/recreation room/garbage dispoaal/diiihwasher/sbuffiebord courVsuana/exercise/two
tennis court/rent - one bdrm. fumi.fthed S1M
1226, Wifurnished 1185/two bdrm., two bath
furnished 1240, unfurnished 1196/three bdrm. ,
two bath furnished 1305, unfurnished 1266.

OAKMONT APARTMENTS - 539 S. Central,
Oviedo- 365-3716/one and two bdrm. unfurnished
units/160 security deposit/all utilities except
electricity included in rent/nine month leaee/heat
and air/non-shag carpet/drapes/laundryroom/no
swimmiJ:ig pool/no pets/children/no recreation
room/no garbage disposal/no dishwasher/tennis
court/rent - one bdrm. $126/two bdrm. one bath
1153.

OLYMPIC VILLAGE APARTMENTS - 3600
Khayam Avenue - 277-7947/two bdrm. furnished
units/195 security deposit/all utilities except
electricity included in rent/month to month
l1l8;9e/c~ntral heat ud air/carpet/drapes/no
swunmmg pool/no pets/children/no recreation
room/no ga"rbage disposal/dishwasher/picnic area
/sundecks/rent - two big bdrm., two bath $230.

OAKWOOD VILLAGE - 4705 B. Goldenrod Road,
Lake Nan. - 678-2987/studio, one, two, and three
bdrm., unfurnished units/$100 security deposit
with five percent interestl/all utilities except
electricity included in rent/one year lease/central
beat and air/shag carpet/drapes/laundry facilitiea
/swimming pool/1100 refundable pet deposit/
children in family section/recreation room with
pool tables/garbage disposal/dishwashers in some
units/auana baths/tennis courVexercise room/two
door refrigerator/rent.studio 1119/small one bdrm
1129/large one bdrm. 1139/two bdrm. one bath
1169/ two bdrm. two bath 1179/three bdrm.
1209/lake front additional.

PLACE -'36 APARTMENTS • 775 8. Semoru Blvd.
· 678-5560/eEcienq, oae, two, ad three bdrm.
unfurnished units/15-0 security deposit/all utilitiea
except electricity included in rent/one year
lease/central heat and air/shag-ca.rpet/drapee/
washer and dryer hookups in utility room of all
apartments/two ewimming pools/children's
swimming pool/125 pet deposit/children's recreation room/garbage diapoaal/diahwaaher/rent-efficiency '125/one bdrm.1145/two bdrm. tWo bath
1175/two bdrm. one and one half bath townhouse
1200./three 1*m. two bath townboU8e 1250.

PLANTATION APARTMENTS - 2100 Howell
Branch Road, Maitland - 671-7200 one, two and
three bdrm. unfurnished units/1100 security
deposit/all utilities except electricity included in
rent/no lease required/central heat and air/carpet
/drapes/three laundry rooms/three 3wimming
pools (one in family section, two in adult section)
U monthly pet . fee/ children/two recreation
rooms/no garbage disposal/dishwashers/sauna
and exercise/tennis/shuMeboard/volleyball/rent
- one bdrm. (smalll $125, poolside 1136/ (large!
$1.(6 - 1166/two bd'"l!l. one and a third bath
1170/three bdrm. two bsth 1220.

RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE DUPLEXES - 993 Vicki
Court, .Oviedo - 365-3721 one and two bdrm.
furnished and unfurnishPd untis/125 deDOsit/all
utilities except electricity included in rent/lease as
needed/central heat and air/carpet/drapes/Laun·
dry facilitiea on pr~ses/no llwimm.ing pool/children/no recreation room/rent.-two bdrm. furnished $160/two bdrm. unfurniahed IHO/one bdrm.
unfurni11hP.d 1125 - $160/one bdrm. furnished
$140.

THE SHOALS - 7992 Shoals Drive - 678-2223/one
and two bdrm. unfurnished units/$100 security
deposit/all utilities e1:cept electricity included in
rent/one year lease/central heat and air/carpet/
drspes/Uiundry fKilities/swimming pools/15-0 pet
deposit/children/one big recreation room/garbage
disposal/dishwasher/lake/pool table/ping pong/
sailboats/tennis/basketball/social director/rent .one bdrm. $150/two bdrm., one bath 1170/two
bdrm. two bath 1190/six months lease 16 more per
month.
SAN JOSE APAR~2353 Winter Woods

Blvd.er Park - 671-3171/one and two bdrm.
unfurnished units/1100 security deposit/all utilitiee except electricity included in rent/one year or
six months lease/central heat and air/carpet/draoes with ahades/aeparate adult and familv
eeciion/laundries/swimming pool/175 pet de
posit refundable/children/recreation room/dlspoaal/dishwasher/rent - one bdrm. 1165 - 1165/two
bdrm. one bath 1186/two bdrm. one and a half
bath 1190 - 1200/two bdrm. two bath 1200
1210/three bdrm. 12604260.

SAN PEDRO APARTMENTS - 6600 San Pedro
Square - 678-2662/efficiency, one, two and three
bdrm. unfurnished units/1100 security deposit/all
·utilities except electricity included in rei;it/one year
or six months lease/central heat and SU"/carpet/
drapes/laundry facilit.ies/two aw~ming pools/S75
pet deposit/children/two recreation. rooms/garbage dispoaal/dishwuher/self cleanmg oven/frtr
,i,.proof refrigerat.or/reni.-efficiency 1135-ll.(6/
one bdrm. 1155-1165/two bdrm. one bath
$185-1195/two bdrm. two bath IZ05-t216/three
bdrm. two bath 1240-S250.

SANDY COVE APARTMENTS -550 E. Orange
_ 83.(-2888/one and
·
Avenue, Altamonte S.Pnngsed ··-'1100 security
.un11.z•1
.
.
two bdrm. unfurnr.sh
deposit/one year leue with SIX month opbons/~
air and central hea\/gold or green . e
t/drapes/washers and dryers on prenusee/
big lakes with canoes/UOO refundab~e pet
de
it/all adult recreation room/garbage dispos.J;tlanned activities provid4'.d/rent one bdrm.
1155 .$ 17-4 depending on location:

=

~·s ARMS.llOOoo Mendel Drive-365-5685/
furnished studio and unfurnished two bdrm.
units/$100 security deposit/water and garbage
removal included in rent/six month lease/central
laeat and air/slwz caroet/dranes/11tilitv ,rrorro n ..
! premises/pets/children/garbage diapollllll OlSb
washer in two bdrm. uiiits/two car parking for
each apartment/rent - studio 6150/two bdrm. one
bath $165.

SEDGEFIELD -13.( Sedgefield Circle, Winter Park
- 678-0285/efficiency, one, two and three bdrm.
uMµnished unita/1100 MCurltr deposit/~ater and
garbage removal included m renV11a month
lease/central air and heat/carpet.ldrapes/Laundry
rooms on premises/one swimming pooVsmall
petalchildren/hospitality room available/~bage
disposal/dishwasher in all units/rent - efficiency
$110/one bdrm. 1165/two bdrm. one bath
$176/two bdrm. one and a half bath USO/two ·
bdrm. townhouse $200/three bdrm. two bath '245.

SEMORAN NORTH APARTMENTS -5573 N.
Semoran Blvd., Winter Park 671-5967/one, two
and three bdrm. unfurnished units/$76 security
deposit/ one year lease with six month options/
central heat and air/carpet/drapes/five laundry
rooms' on premises/three swimming pools/one
tennis court (lightedl/$50 pet deposit/children
allowed in family sect.ion/one club house/garbage
disposal/dishwashers/rent - one bdrm. (adult!
$150/two bdrm. one bath (adult! $185/two bdrm,
two bath (adult! $200/three bdrm. (adult) $235.

SOCIETY PARK -551 E. Hwy. 486, Fem Park 831-3711/etudio, ·one, two and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/$100 security deposit/all utilities except electricity included in rent/ei» month
lease/centnl heat and air/carpet/drapes/washer
and dryer facilities/three swimming pools/children/no pets/two recreation rooms/garbage disposal/dishwashers/two tennis courts/two saunas/
baslletball court/exerci3e rooms/rent - studio
1110/one bdrm. 1130 - IHO/two bdrm. one and a
half bath $155 downstairs, $160 upsta.in/two
bdrm. two bath 1165-1170/three bdrm. family
$205-1210 adult 1225-$230/townhouse two bdrm.
two and a half bath 1235/townhouae three bdrm.
two and a half bath 1275.

SORRENTO APARTMENTS -2400 Howell Branch
Road, Winter Park - 671-5605/efficiency, one, two
and three bdrm. unfurnished unita/1100 security
deposit/one year lease/central heat and air/carpet
/drapea/four laundry rooms on premises/four
swimming poolB/$75 pet fee/children/four club
rooms/garbage disposaVdishwasher/286 apta./
rent.-studio 1120-$130/one bdrm. 1165-1175/two
bdrm. one bath $179-1190/two bdrm. one and a
half bath 1189-$200/three bdrm. 1270/two bdrm.
one and half bath townho~se 1220.

SPANISH TRACE CLUB APARTMENTS - One
Spanish Trace Drive - 862-8382/studio, one, two
ud three bdrm. unfurnished units/195 security
deposit/llll utilities eitcept electricity included in
rent/central heat and air/carpeVdrapee/five
laundry rooms on premises/one swimming pool/15
monthly pet charge/club house/garbage disposal/
dishwasher/fire proof apartments/volleyball/pool
parties/rent - studio ll.W-1160/one bdrm. 11501200/two bdrm. one bath 1180-1225/two bdrm.
·two bath $210-12&0/three bdrm. 1290-$300.

SPRING LAKE IDLLS APARTMENTS - 825 S.
Wymore Road, Altamonte Springs - 862-"377/one,
two and three bdrm. unfurnished and furnished
units/$100 security deposit/all untilities e:r.:cept
electrictiy included in rent/one year lease with sill
month options/central heat and air/choice of
carpet/drapes/five laundry rooms on premises/
five swimming pool.s/$25-SlOO pet deposit/children/five recreation rooms/garbage disposal/dishwashers/children's playground/tennis/handball
/sauna/exercise room/rent- one bdrm. $130-1160
/two bdrm. one bath 11514170/two bdrm. one and
a half bath Sl00-$180/two bdrm. two bath
1180-1190/three bdrm. two bath 1200-1230/tWo
bdrm. one and a half townhouse 1180/three bdrm.
two and a half bath townhouse 1350/furnished S30
to 160 more/restaurant on premises.

SUMMIT APARTMENT - 1001 Esplanade Way,
Casselberry - 831-0770/one, two and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/$100 security deposit/all utilities except electricity included in rent/six month or
one year lease/central heat and air/carpet/drapes
/washer and dryer facilities at each pool/three
swhnming pools/120 pet fee non-refund, $50 pet
deposit refundable (smal petal/children/one large
recreatin room/ garbage disposal/dishwasher/two
tennis courta/all one story apartments/private
entrance to each apartment/concrete block conab'uction/private patio to two and three bdrm./waaher and dryer hoolt up in two and three bdrm./ rent one bdrm. aH5/two bdrm. one bath 1176/three
bdrm. two bath 1220/Luxury three bdrm. twl:> bath
$280.

TOWN AND COUNTRY .APARTMENTS - SOS
Balfour Drive Winter Parll - 671-9696/one, two
and three ~shed and unfurnished units/1100
security deposit/all utilities. e1:cept electricity
included in rent/one year or SIX month lease/cent..
ral heat and air/carpet in furnished apartments/
drapes in furnished apartment/utility rooms/one
swimming pooVpets under fou~en in~es/chil
dren/recreation room/garbage disposal m mo~t
apartments/dishwasher in most apartments/children's playground/rent - one bdrm . unfurnished
$180-$135, furnished $155-$160/two bdrm. one
bath unfurnished $140-$150, furnished Sl 70-$176/
three bdrm. one bath unfurnished $165 furnished
$165.

UNIVERSITY .APARTMENTS - 12017 Solon Drive
- 273-2720/no lease/one and two bdrm. furnillh~d
available and two bdrm. unfumished/196 secur1~y
depo3it/all utilities except electi;icity included. lD
rent/central heat and air/carpets/drapes/:swunming pool/laundry mat/pay phone on premises/
rent - two bdrm. furnished $70 per person three
occupants, 190 per person two occupants/one
bdrm. two occupants l80 per person.

UNIVERSITY lfYLANDS.1~119 Darwin St.277-4860/two· bdrm. furnished units/ISO security
deposit per student/central heat and air/carpet/
drapes/washers and dryers in apart.menta~no
IJWimming pool/no pets/children/no recreation
room/garbage diapollal/dishwasher~two bdrm.
one bath furnished and unfurnished from
1160-$180.
MRG~ -Rvnr. 485.
Altamonte
831-2SS2/efficiency, and unfurnished one bdrm.;
unilll . ... ~
unfurnished two bdrm. townhouse/150 aecunty
deposit/all utilities except . electricity in.eluded in
rent/six month lease/central heat ~d SJJ'/~t/
drapes/laundry facilities on pre1n11ea/?ne swimming pool/$50 deposit on small pet.11/children_lrecreation room/garbage dispo~![~s~waeher m all
units/rent - efficiency $137 (utilities mcludedl/one
bdrm. unfurnished 1155/two bdrm. two bath
unfurnished 1179-1189/three bdrm. two bath
unfurnished $219/two bdrm. one and a half bath
unfurnished townhouse $180.

VJ.IJRV

11nfumi11hM two · and three bdrm.

VILLAGE GREEN APARTMENTS - Essex,
Altamonte - 831...(Sf8/studio, one, two and three
bdrm. unfurnished units/one month& rent security
deposit/ all utilities· l!Xcept electricity included in
rent/one year lease/central heat and air/carpet/
drapes/laundry facilities on premises/two swimming pools/no pets/no children/two clubhouses/
garbage disposal/dishwashers in all units except
studios/four saunas/ren( - studio $145/one bdrm.
1165/two bdrm. one bath 1175/two bdrm. two bath
1190 (on poo))/three bdrm. two bath 1235/oversized delu1:e three bdrm. two bath S250 .

WINTER PARK VILLAGE -Village Lane, Winter
Park - 671-43"3/furnished efficiency, unfurnished
one, two and three bdrm. units/one months rent
security deposiVall utilities except electricity
included in rent/oqe year lease/central heat and
air/carpet/drapes/utility room on premises/two
swimming pools/1100 pet deposit/no children/recreation \room/garbage disposal/dishwasher in .
some. units/rent - efficiency 1155/one bdrm.
1155-$175/two bdrm. one bath $200/two bdrm.
one and 'a half beth 1210/two bdrm. two bath
1220/three bdrm. two bath 1260.

SUMMERWIND .APARTMENTS - 2550 S. Semoran Blvd., Winter Parle, 671-2400/efficiency,
studio, one, two, and three bedroom unfurnished
units/150 security deposit/all utilities e1:cept
electricity included in rent/one year lease with
thirty day cancellation clause/central heat and
airI carpet/drapes/four laundry l'O(>ms on premises
three bdrm. units also have hookups/two
swimming pools/pets under 25 Iba. allowed with
l60 refundable deposit/children/recreation room/
dispoaal/dishwasher/exercise .room/two auanaa/
tennis court/rent efficiency and studio 1125 (no
diahwaahers)/one bdrm. 1139-11..,./one bdrm. one
and one half bath 1169-11 U (included den!/two
bdrm. two bath 1169-$17.C/three bdrm. 1229-127.(.

WIMBELDON PARK APARTMENTS - 3240 S.
Semoran Blvd. 273-5040/one bdrm. unfurnished,
two and three bdrm. and unfurnished units/1100
security deposit/all utilities except electricity
included in rent/one year )ease/central heat and
air/shag carpet/drapes/six laundry rooms on
premises/one swimming pool/SW - 1100 non-refundable pet deposit/children/recreation room/
garbage disposal/ dishwasher /indoor-outdoor carpet in kitchenlrent - one bdrm. $150/two bdrm.
two bath 1180/three bdrm. two bath 12.(().

SUNDANCE .APARTMENTS- 1400 Aah Circle off
Hwy. -436, Casselberry - 671-7196/one ~d two
bdrm. unfurnished unita/195 security deposit/~
utilities except electricity included in rent/one year
or sill month lease/air and heat/carpet/drapes/
two laundry facilit.ies on premises/one swimming
pool/$50 pet deposit/children/recreation room/
garbage dispoaaVno dishwasher/motel room for
company (110 per room per night servicej/rent on
one bdrm. 1125-tl40/two ,bdrm. one bath
•155-$170.

WINDSONG - 917 Ballard, Altamonte - 830-7989/
efficiency loft, one and two bdrm. upfurnished
units/$50·$100 security deposit/all utilities elcept
electricity included in rent/one year l!lase/central
heat and air/shag carpet/drapes/utility room for
public use;l5 e1:tra for hook-up in one a11;d two
bdmi. units/large patio and balcony in all
apts./two swimming pools/tennis courts/fishing
pond/$50 pel. deposit/children/recreation room/
garbage diaposal/diahwasher/rent - efficiency
1130/Loft 1146/one bdrm. 1150/two bdrm. two
bath 1195/programmed social activities.

JOHNS VILLAO~ ~ 250 Osfort, Fern ~:; 83i-3003/one and two bdrm unfurnished Uni
llOO security deposit/month to-month 1~41i::~
V'al heat and air/non-shag carpet/no ~pe 11
dry facilities in main building/swimmmg poo .no
I hildren/recreation room/rent- depending
::'tsn c inCOme, one bdrm. 1109.454170.70/one
~ . 196.65-1160.70 must earn at least 1325
monthly(~ day wait).

sT

SUMMERSET PLACE - 1051 Lee Road &45-0787/one, two and three bdrm. fun_Uahed ~~
unfurnished unita/1100 security depo111t/all utiliti.es except electricity inclu~ed in. rent/one Y~
temse {six month lease available 1f cleared with
Manger)/central heat and air/carpet/drapes/local
washer and dryer facilities on comple~one
swimming pool/ISO pet fee. small ~ts/children
allowed in family section/one recreation room/
garbabe di11posal/dishwuher/rent - one bdrm.
unfurnished S1.C8, furnished 1173/l~o bdrm. two
bath unfurnished 11694179, furnished $~0.C •
$214/three bdrm. unfurnished 1215, furnished
$260.

WRENWOOD APARTMENTS -•972 Tangerine
Avenue - 671-1122/one, t*° and three bdrm.
unfurnished units/1100 security deposit/all utilities e1:cept electricity i.ilcluded in rent/one yeu
lease/central heat and air/shag carpet/drapes/
washer and dryer facilities on premi•es/one
swimming pool/ no peta/children/tenni• court/recreation room which is more like a toeial room;no ·
pool tables, et.c./garbage disposal/dilhwuher/family 98Ction and adult section/rent -one bdrm
1165/two bdrm. two bath 1215/three bdrm. 1260.

-
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·nr. York speaks
! : to FTU grads
Dr. E. T. York Jr., chancellor
of the State University System,
challenged summer graduates of
FTU "to go beyond formal
education and become a superior
person in the standards of
personal conduct."
"Education has concentrated
on knowledge and is less
noteworthy in the area of moral
and ethical questions," York .
stated. He said that education
must reassert the difference
- between good and bad, which in ,
the past has been neglected.
York made the remarks in a
summer commencement address
at the Orlando Municipal
Auditorium as 426 FTU
graduates were conferred degrees.
The chancellor said the future
will involve great change, but
whether civilization will benefit
from such change will depend on
the development of moral and
ethical people.
York told the graduating class
that like most years, this is not
the perfect 'year to graduate.
Mentioning such everyday
•prob le ms confronting the
graduates as high prices, scarce
jobs and pollution problems, he
said "the future could look
bleak."
But he added, "The greatest
hope in solving, these problems
and those of the future lies in the
development of kn~wledge and
the application of this knowledge
to the problems."
York dismissed as "pure
nonsense" calls for college
cutbacks. Commitment to
learning shouldn't diminish, he
, said. Instead there should be a
.. move toward more and greater
knowledge.
Educati-on is a life-long
process, so -the human mind in
continuing to grow even after
graduation, York said. Its only
limit is a peron 's ability to learn
and the ability of societx., to
benefit from such learning.
In conclusion, York told his
audience of varied ages that no
other country has the potential of
the United States. "Though we
may have lost respect for our
~ history and lost confidence in
ourselves, now is a time of soaring
• hope and courage though fearful
uncertainty and of comitment to
a better world."

.
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HALF PRICE
DRAFT BEER
live entertainment
I

.

student swap shop

+
5910 E. Colonial Drive
+
1/8 m mile East of 436 on Hwy 50
·+
-+
Hamburgers- 4 for
+
Hot Chile Dogs - 3 for$ $1.32
+
GOOD HOT FOOD
+
and much more at reasonable
+
r---------- --------------, +
:
GOOD FOR ONE FREE GAME : +
+
r
Minature
1
/·c.:.VVc>5900 E• .Colonial I +
/ 0 Oc) C) c>\
f +
.
_o u_c
\
% bloc~ East of 43.6 1 +·
c,t <to I fi-<~-'
I ·\(; cOcr;c.-.,I~(..'..c/;
:+
, 1. \ . C
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I
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~unday

I

""

1-3 pm
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I
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THERE WILL BE A PRESIDENTS
COUNCIL MEETING TUESDAY
SEPT,

30 AT 4:00 IN THE

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS LOBBY

I
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~

in the Aloma
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4

AL'S Hamburgers

I
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I
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Shopping Center

I

-EAST COLONIAL TEXACO Across from Eastland Shopping Center
Tune Ups 4 cylinder 15.95 plus parts
6 cylinder 17 .95 plus parts
8 cylinder 19.95 plus parts
6105 E. Coloniai" 273-0150

FOR SALE
HIGH QUALITY PANASONIC
STEREO FOR SALE CALL
MARKAT277·7428.
UPRIGHT PIANOS 26 to choose
from $85 to $275. Most beautiful
condition. Alexander, Orlando
305-273-7220, we deliver.

MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING
SET
TWIN · SIZE, IN
EXCELLENT COND., $40.
365-5585 or 365·6221 - After 3
P.M.

FOR RENT
Duplexes, furn. or unfurn., north
on Alafaya Tr. at Mitchell
Hammock Rd. in Oviedo.
~easonable rent. Ridgewood
Village, Tel. 365-3721.

197 2 YAMAHA RD350 CC
STREET BIKE, new tag just
inspected 7600 mi, good cond all SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS
around $600 or make offer PH
Less than one mile from main
277-4801.
Admin. Bldg. Quiet and
3 YR. color TV course. All
well-maintained 1 BDRM
instruments and TV $500 or HONDA 350XL with Helmet.
Furnished, $140/Mo. 11600
trade. C.all 422-2314.
2 6 0 0 m i l e s 5 5 MP G
Mendel Dr. Off Alafaya Tr.
EXCELLENT CONDITION
273-7833 or 3&5·5585.
27 3-6294 $825.
$1,050. PONTIAC VS. 2nd
*MARRIEDCOUPLES*
engjne, 44,000 miles. Call 1974 WHIRLPOOL WASHER, 2
speed, 3 cycle. EXCELLENT *VETERANS*
422. 2314 .
CONDITION $100 273-6294.
'BUDGET-MINDED SINGLES*
WOODCREST·15 MIN. FROM
l.'TU. 5-YEAR-OLD 3
..rnDROOM, 2 BATH HOME.
$~9,000. CALL BARBARA AT
EXT. 27 41or678·3075.

1973 MERCURY CAPRI, LT.
Green, Excellent Condition, AM
Radio, 8-track tape player,
4-speed, Standard Transmission.
4 ALMOST NEW MICHELIN X
TIRES. $2,600. Call 831-2148.

ENGLEWOOD - 3 BDRM 2
BATH, 3 YR. OLD FENCED
CENTRAL AIR AND HEAT.
NEAR SCHOOLS, STREET
LIGHTS. $29,500 MERIDIAN
REALTY, REALTOR 671-0300.

r

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
i+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
t

DOVER SHORES· 4 BDRM 2
BATHS, FENCED NEAR
SHOPPING - SCHOOL.FHA-VA
or assume 4¥.z mtg. $28,500
vacant MERIDIAN REALTY,
REALTOR 671-0300.
AUDIO Component sale; AR FM
tuner - $100, Shure reverb mic
mixer • $58, AKG D160E mic
$ 3 8. 2 ALTEC mies and
binoculars. Dan Wentworth Univ.
AptNo.308.

3 BDRM 1 BATH HOME ON 6 APARTMENTS • 1 Bedrm
ACRES HIGH/DRY FENCED unfum. $140/month plus utilities
PASTURE BARN 2'sTOCKED . · 2 bedrm furn. $160/month for
PONDS 'oNLY '7 MINUTES two or $190/month for three.
FROM 'FTU. $39,000 PLUS Call Mrs. Andrew 423·7380 or
CLOSING COSTS. PHONE 841-8894.
277-1126 AFl'ER 5 p.m.
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM
FULLY FURNISHED APTS.
OFF
17·92 IN FERN PARK.
DINING ROOM WALNUT
SUITE: BUFFET, CHINA ONE BDRM. $125, TWO BDRM.
CLOSET, TABLE & CHAIRS· $150. CALL 831-2148.
EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL Mr. Eller 2605 or 3 BEDROOM/BATH HOUSE IN
647-0589.
IVANHOE ESTATES - Range,
Air $150 Mo. Terms Negotiable.
NO PETS. MERIDAN REALTY,
1965 Chrysler New Yorker, new
REALTOR 671·0300.
tag, recent inspection, Full
power, Beautiful A/C. Elegant
motoring at an affordable price. Mobile home in forrest setting,
furnished 2 bedroom, l1h bath,,
First$195 273-9259.
minutes from FTU. One year
committment with $100 deposit
. $20 per week includes water.
1973 HONDA 350 like new $800
Married couple preferred. Call
or Best offer 671-4691. 1970
647-4276 After 5 p.m.
Mercury AC, PS, PB, Radio.
Excellent condition $1,295 or
ROOM FOR RENT · MALE
Best Offer 671-4691.
ONLY Winter Park area - with
home privileges. Central heat &
FOR SALE, 5 PIECE LUDWIG air, fully furn. MUST BE A
DR UM SET PL US TWO GOOD HOUSEKEEPER - $25 a
CYMBALS. CALL273-6185,ask week. Call 628-4478 or
644-4841.
for DAN.

BIKE 0 RAMA
PO·STPONED
1-NDEFINITELY

Room for rent - Nice room for
one student. One mile to FTU $12.50 a week. Call 273-2212
after 2 p.m. or 273-0860 after 7
p.m.
DUPLEX - Near 436 & Howell
Branch V Large, W/W Shag, 2 BR
- 2 Bath, Drapes, Appl, Cen.
~/Heat, Carport, Deposit $75.,
Lease Call Sherry Da. 831-6067, ,
Ev. 678-2450.
UNIVERSITY HIGHLANDS
FURNISHED 2 BDRM
APARTMENTS WATER &
GARBAGE FURN. CENTRAL
AIR LAUNDRY AVAILABLE
. INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS $62
MO. MARRIED COUPLES $180
PER MO. SINGLES GROUP UP
TO $200 MO. 894-2970 or
671-5001.

FOR A GROOVY PLACE TO
LIVE WITHIN TEN MINUTES
FTU PINE ISLE MOBILE HOME
. PARK IS WHAT YOU'VE BEEN
LOOKING FOR. 2 & 3
BEDROOM MOBILE HOMES.
FOR $16 UP PER WEEK
SHARED INCLUDING AIR
CARPET WATER SEWAGE &
GARBAGE. CALL 568-4321.
$21 INCLUDING ALL
UTILITIES.

LOOKING FOR A GROOVY
PLACE FOR YOUR MOBILE
HOME WITHIN TEN MINUTES
OF FTU. DON'T LOOK ANY
FURTHER, PINE ISLE IS THE
PLACE. SPECIAL STUDENT
RATES. FREE MORE OR 3
MONTHS FREE RENT. DON'T
WAIT. CALL NOW. 568-4321.
Female Roommate Wanted. own
room in 2-bedroom apt. within
walking distance of campus $75 a
m9nth. Call 277-4142.

SERVICES
Typing Service
TERM P APERS·THESES
40 ~page, IBM Selectric
Minor corrections & 1 c.c.
Call Virginia Hilty 293-3458.
TYPING DONE LOCALLY

PAPERS THESES Dissertations,
etc. Please con tact Mrs. Jane
Vaughn Oviedo 365-5902.

Learn Machine Shorthand
secretarial and court reporting,
private lessons $3.00 an hour.
422-2314 Mr. Mead.

PERSONAL
"Bunny" Seay! Welcome to
FTU! Please call Jan (89~2788)
for some information Rick asked
me to give you.
ZETAS • Good Luck in the
coming week remember to study
though! Thanks to everyone
whose helped at workshops this
week. Especially Susan Carrick &
her house.

